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INTRODUCTION 
The theory of quasigroup modules was laid out clearly in [S2]. The theory has 
also been described as quasigroup representation theory, and depends heavily on 
the construction of the universal multiplication group. The theory of universal 
multiplication group has been studied for some time now, e.g. [P]. In [S2], it has 
been shown that quasigroup representation theory is equivalent to the representation 
theory of stabilizers in the universal multii)lication group. To every knot, there has 
been associated an invariant called the fundamental group. In general, we have 
Poincare's fundamental group functor from a topological space, A generalization of 
this fundamental group is the so-called fundamental groupoid [B]. 
It is a fact that covering spaces of topological spaces can be classified by their 
fundamental groupoids. Another generalization of fundamental groupoids and cov­
erings in the directed graph case are given in [H]. The strongest invariant of a knot, 
the so-called knot quandle, was found and studied by [J]. The concept of algebroid 
and left algebroid modules has been described in [M] and [R]. In [M], an algebroid 
has been defined as a category equipped with module structure on each hom set 
such that the composition is bilinear. In [R] an algebroid modules has been defined 
as a fc-functor from an algebroid to the category of modules. 
Chapter 1 of this dissertation explains the theory of group modules which is the 
background of the theory of quasigroup modules. Chapter 2 includes the theory 
of quasigroup modules with some new results, e.g. interpreting quasigroup mod­
ules as representations of the fundamental groupoid of the Cay ley diagram of the 
quasigroup in the category of abelian groups. The equivalent coverings will also be 
described here. Chapter 3 is concerned with the theory of right quasigroup modules. 
This consists of generalization of the new results obtained in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 
is about the theory of right quasigroup modules in a variety over a fixed field. Here 
we will need the concept of left-algebroid module. A new category will also be 
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defined, the so-called category of ordered modules in a fixed variety. In particular, 
modules over quandles are studied here. 
Part of this thesis is based on the talks given by the author at Iowa State Uni­
versity seminars, the Alan Day Conference, and the AMS meeting in San Antonio, 
Texas in January 1993. 
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CHAPTER 1 
GROUP MODULES 
Representations of a group G are usually considered as abelian groups (M, +) on 
which G acts, i.e. there is a group morphism G —> rm Aut(M, +). Categorically, 
this means that there is a functor from G to rm Aut(M, +)• However, there is 
another approach to looking at modules M, for a group G, This consists of build­
ing the split extension M ] G, together with its projection TT : M ] G —» G. The 
underlying set of M ] G is M x G, equipped with the group operation. 
The map tt: M] G —> G; (m,g) gr is a group homomorphism [in fact even onto]. 
We can think of Tr~^(g) as the fibre of </ G G, isomorphic to M [or in other words, 
" M  l o c a t e d  a t  g " ] .  
A G-module morphism i p :  M  M '  is an abelian group homomorphism such 
that {mip)g = {rng)if. This induces a group homomorphism Tp\ M]G —> M']G; 
(m,g) w (m(f,g) such that the following diagram commutes. 
On the other hand, a group homomorphism / : M ] G —> M' ] G induces a module 
homomorphism f : M M' defined by (m/', 1) = (m,l)/. One can then think 
about the category 0/G of groups over G with the above structure. 
Let D be the graph 
(mi,(7i)(m2,<72) = {m 
M]G —^ M']G 
TT 
G G 
^ 2  
Then the pull back of D is the left limit L 
L AI 
/a «1 
A2 > ^0 
«2 
Analogously, the pull back of 
G' ^ G G" 
is the group H defined by 
H  =  G ' X G  G "  = { { g ' , g " )  €  G ' X  G " \ g '7R' =  g"7R"}. 
Prom each object in this category & / G ,  there exists a morphism to 1: G —G, 
which makes 1 the terminal object of 0/G. 
Formulating everything in the category Set of sets, an abelian group A is a set 
A with maps 0: {1} = A^ —* A, A A, and +: A'^ A such that various 
identities are satisfied. 
These identities can be written as commuting diagrams in the category Set of 
sets. Generalizing, define an abelian group A in (5/G to be an object A of (5/G 
equipped with (5/G-morphisms 0: —> A, — : A —> A, and +; A^ —> A. The 
diagrams representing abelian group identities, now interpreted as diagrams in 0/G, 
are required to commute. For example the "abelian" property is the commuting 
diagram 
T A X Q  A  >  A X Q  A  
An example of an abelian group in 0/G is M] G G, where 
Og: G -> M] G; <7 (0,g) 
M] G M] G;  ( m , g )  1-^  { - m , g )  
+ :  M]GXGM]G->M]G; ((MI,  </) ,  (M2,  <7))  I ->  (MI +M2,G).  
5 
Hence each G-module M gives an element M] C? —> G oî<Ô/G. 
Suppose we have an abelian group H G'm (5/G. Clearly TT is an epimorphism 
in 0, with kernel congruence a. Identify H°' with G via the natural isomorphism. 
Consider the kernel oî H XQ H H XQ H H, say (ala). Then («lo;) 
satisfies certain properties: 
(CO) (a,6)(O!|<X)(C,d) =4" a  —  b  =  c — d  a" = (a — 6)" = (c — d)" = c". 
(Cl) For fixed (o, 6) in a, the mapping (a, 6)('^l°) —> a"; (c, rf) i-> c has the two-
sided inverse c i—> (c, c — (a — b ) ) .  
(C2) : ( R R )  If a "  — c", then a — a  =  a ^ O q  =  C°OQ = c—c. So that (a, A)(Q;|Q!)(C, c). 
( R S )  ( a , b ) ( a l a ) ( c , d )  
=> a — b = c — d b — a = d—c ==^ (6, a)(a|a!)((Z, c) 
( R T )  { a , b ) ( a \ a ) ( c , d )  and ( b ,  e ) ( a \ a ) { d ,  f )  
==  ^ a — b = c — d and b — e = d — f 
= »  a  —  e  —  c  —  f  = »  { a , e ) ( a \ a ) ( c , f ) .  
We also will have an isomorphism from —> H°' = G hy defining 
/: -> if"; (o,6)(^l») a"" to H ^ G 
by the mutually inverse 0/G-morphisms j : H «("I"); a H-» (a, and 
k : &(«!«) -> H] (a, 6)(«l") ^a-b. 
We will say that the congruence («1 a) on a is the centreing congruence by which 
a centralizes itself. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REPRESENTATIONS OF QUASIGROUPS 
A quasigroup can be considered either as a not-necessarily finite Latin square 
or as a not-necessarily associative group (not necessarily containing an identity 
element). 
Definition 2.1. [S2, 116]. A quasigroup Q is a set Q with three binary operations 
•, /, and \ called respectively multiplication, right division., and left division such 
that these operations satisfy the following axioms: 
( E R ) :  { x / y ) - y  =  X  ;  
{ U R ) :  { x  • y ) / y  =  X  ;  
( E L )  :  X  •  { x \ i / )  -  y  ;  
( U L ) :  x \ { x  • y )  =  y  .  
If (Q, -, /, \) is a quasigroup, then a new quasigroup structure (Q, -op, \op, /op) 
on Q is obtained by defining a; -op y — y • x. This new quasigroup Q°^ is called 
the opposite or flip of (Q, •). If a certain general property of quasigroup has been 
established then the observation that the i^roperty also applies to the flip is called 
the flipping argument. 
Definition 2.2. A right quasigroup Q is a set Q with two binary operations -, and 
/ ,  s a t i s f y i n g  ( E R )  a n d  ( U R ) .  
The names ( E R ) ,  ( U R ) ,  ( E L ) ,  and ( U L )  stand respectively for Existence of a so­
lution involving Right division. Uniqueness of the solution involving Right division, 
and similarly for Left division. 
Definition 2.3. Let C be a category and let c be an object of C. The comma cat­
egory of C over c has as its objects all C-morphisms f:c'—*c and as its morphisms 
7 
from f : c' c to g : c" —* c all C-morphisms d: c' c" such that the diagram 
c' —^ c "  
c  
commutes. This category will be denoted by C j c .  
An example of a comma category is Û/Q, the variety of all quasigroups 0 over 
a  f i x e d  q u a s i g r o u p  Q .  
Definition 2.4. [S2, 314] A Q-module in 0 is an abelian group in Û./Q (the comma 
category of 0 over Q), i.e., an object A Q oî0/Q equipped with 0/Q-morphisms 
OQ Q A, — : Aand + : A XQ A —* A such that the abelian group identity 
diagrams commute. A Q-module morphism f: A B between Q-modules in 0 is a 
0/Q-morphism such that +/ = (/ XQ /)+, —/ = /—, and OQ/ = OQ. The category 
21 (g) (0/Q) of Q-modules in 0 has Q-modules in 0 as its objects and Q-morphisms 
between them as its morphisms. 
For example, the identity x + (—x) = 0 in the category of sets is now inter­
preted as the commuting: 
A  \  A X Q  A  
Définition 2.5. [S2,13] Given a variety 93 of algebras (^, ÎÎ), and a congruence /3 
on an algebra (A,f2) in QJ, let 7 be a second congruence on (A, fi) in 93, and let 
(7I/?) be a congruence on the algebra (/3, Î2). Then 7 is said to centralize /3 by means 
of the centreing congruence (jl/S) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(CO) { x , y ) { j \ ^ ) ( x ' , y ' )  ^  x ^ x '  
8 
(Cl) y ( x , y )  6 7r°: -> x ' ^ - ,  ( x ' , i j ' )  x '  bijects. 
(C2) The following conditions are satisfied: 
(RR): \ / ( x , y )  e 7, i x , x ) { j \FI) ( y , y ) ]  
(RS): ( x , y ) ( ' f \ ^ ) { x ' , y ' )  = >  ( y , x ) { j \ / 3 ) ( y ' , x ' ) ]  
(RT): ( x , y ) ( - f \ ^ ) { x \ 7 j ' )  and { y , z ) { 7 \ ^ ) i y ' , t ' )  
=> { x , z ) { 7 W x ' , z ' ) .  
An object of 21 (g) ( Ù / Q )  can be thought as a quasigroup A  which has a self-
centralizing congruence a such that A"' = Q (via a natural isomorphism) [S2, 317 
& 318]. 
Another characterization of Q-i^iodules is using the concept of universal multi­
plication group. 
The structure of a quasigroup implies that the mappings R Q { q )  :  Q  Q ]  x  x q  
and Lq^q)'. Q Q] x h-* qx are permutations of the set Q for each q E Q. 
Definition 2.6. If P is a subquasigroup of the quasigroup Q, then the relative 
muHiplication group MltgP of P in Q is the permutation group generated by 
{•Kq(p)? •^q(p) \ p E P}. In the case P = Q, we simply call the permutation group 
the (combinatorial) multiplication group Mit Q, and we may write R{q) for Rq^q). 
An important relative multiplication group is Mit g Q, where Q = Q * I, the 
coproduct of Q with the free quasigroup I on one generator x in the variety £2 of 
all quasigroups. 
Définition 2.7. The universal multiplication group U{Q,Ù) of Q in Û is the rel­
a t i v e  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  g r o u p  o f  Q  i n  Q .  W e  w i l l  u s e  t h e  n o t a t i o n  R { q )  a n d  L { q )  
respectively for Rq{q) and ^^(î) for q E Q. 
Clearly the assignment U  :  Ù  Q ]  Q  U ( Q , Ù . )  is a functor. 
A word on n arguments ,..., in (7(Q, QJ), where is a variety of quasigroups, 
will be denoted by E{qi,..., g»). 
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Lemma 2.8. [S2, 236] If a relation 
xE{j)\ ,  .  .  .  , »  •  •  •  >  î n )  —  xE(j)\, . . . ,Pm) 
holds, then F(qi.,qn) = 1. 
Proof. [S2, 236]. 
Definition 2.9. From x ,  y  in Q ,  define p { x ,  y )  =  R { x  \  x ) ~ ^ R { x  \  y )  and p { x ,  y )  =  
R{x \ x)~'^R{x \ y). Clearly, qp{x, y) = qp{x, y). 
From [S2, §3] we see that the category of Q-modules is equivalent to the category 
of Ge-modules, where Ge is the stabilizer of a fixed e G Q in the universal multipli­
cation group G = U{Q,Ù). If (a|a) = Ker(—): AXQ A \ A XQ A —A, then 
(aja) is the centreing congruence by which a centralizes itself. The product -, right 
division /, and left division \ satisfy the following equations: 
a • 6 = aR{bTr) + hL^air) 
a / b  =  —  b L Ç a r r / b n f j  R { b n ) ~ ^  
a \ b  —  ^ b  —  a R ( a 7 r / b i r ) ^  L ( a 7 r ) ~ ^ .  
If F  is the functor from 21 ® Ù / Q  to Ge-mod that gives the equivalence (and F '  is 
the other one), then an element A Q O/Q under FF' will get sent to 
[ J  M  ® p { e , q )  - >  Q  
m (8 p { e , q )  q .  
Here M = 7r~^(e). 
Other preparatory lemmas are needed here. 
Lemma 2.10. Let Q be a quasigroup appearing as a subquasigroup of a quasigroup 
A in a variety Then 
V A '  G - ^ M M A Q  ; F { q u q 2 , . . . , q n ) ^  F A { q i , . . . . , q n )  
10 
is a group epimorphism of G = U{Q,^) onto the relative multiplication group of 
Q in A. 
Proof. [S2, 334]. 
Lemma 2.11. [S2, 338] Let Q be a quasigroup with element e, and G = U{Q,Q.). 
Then for each quasigroup word Xi .. .a:„iy with n arguments, there is an n-vector 
W : Q" —> {ZGc) such that 
( m i , q i ) . . . ( m n , q n ) w  = ( m i W i ( q i  
in ZGe X Q. 
Another important property of the universal multiplication group G  =  U ( Q , £ l )  
i s  i t s  f r e e n e s s  o n  { R { q ) , L ( q )  (  q  €  Q } .  
Theorem 2.12. Given a quasigroup Q, the universal multiplication group G — 
U { Q , Q . )  i s  t h e  f r e e  g r o u p  o n  { R { q ) ^  L ( q ) \ q  E  Q ) .  
Before proving this theorem, we need some basic terminologies as introduced by 
[E). 
Definition 2.13. The major components of the word u  •  v  are u  and u, and the 
length of u • u is defined by • v) = £(u) + £(v), where the length of a generator is 
taken as 1. 
Definition 2.14. Let 7',(a, 6, c,... ) = r,'(a, 6, c,... ) (i = 1,2,... ) be a set of equa­
tions between words in a,b,c, We shall call two words in a,b,c,... equivalent 
if we can transform one into the other by a finite sequence of applications of the 
axioms of quasigroups and the equations r-,- = The resulting equivalence classes 
form a quasigroup, if we define {u} o {u} to be {u o v}, where {w} denotes the 
equivalence class containing the word w. We call this the quasigroup generated by 
a,b,c,..., with relations ri(a, b,c,...) = rj(a, 6, c,... ). 
Definition 2.15. Let Q be a quasigroup generated by a , b , c ,  We say that its 
relations are in closed form if they satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) Every one of the relations is of the form x o y = z, where x, y and z are 
generators. 
(ii) If one of the three x  •  y  =  z ,  x  =  z / y ^  y  =  x \ z  i s  a  relation then so are the 
other two. 
(iii) No two relations occur such a s  x - y  =  z ,  x - y  =  z ' ,  identifying two generators 
Definition 2.16. Let Q be a quasigioup defined by a closed set of relations. Let 
w be a word in the generators a, b, c,... of Q, By an elementary reduction of w, we 
mean the replacing of component of tu of the form 
where u, v are words, (vii) x o y hy z \î x o y = z is one of the defining relations of 
Q. A word in the generators of Q is said to be normal if no elementary reduction 
of the word is possible. 
Another concept which is needed in proving Theorem 2.11 is the Cayley graph 
Cay Q of a quasigroup Q. 
Definition 2.17. [S2, 213] The Cayley graph Cay(Q) of a quasigroup Q is a di­
r e c t e d  g r a p h  w i t h  v e r t e x  s e t  Q .  F o r  e a c h  x ,  y  i n  Q  t h e r e  i s  a n  a r r o w  ( x ,  R ( y ) , x  •  y )  
from a; to X • y, and an arrow (.r,y • x) from x to y • x. 
Proof of Theorem 2.12, In the Cayley graph Caij(Q), consider the subgraph (xG) 
consisting of all vertices lying in the orbit xG oî x under G, and of all arcs between 
these vertices labelled R{q) or L{q) for some q in Q. Note that (xG) is (weakly) 
connected. If there is a circuit in {xG) starting at a vertex xE{pi, • • • ,Pm), its labels 
z . z ' .  
(i) u -  ( u \ v ) h y  V  
(iii) « \ (u • u) by u 
( v )  u / { v  \  u ) h y  V  
(ii) ( v / u )  - u  b y  V  
( i v )  ( v  •  u ) / u  b y  v  
( v i )  { u j v )  \  u h y  V  
12 
form a product F(gi, " , 5 n )  s.t. xE{pi,--- ,p„i)F(çi, • • • ,?„) = xË{Pi,--' ,pm). 
By Lemma 2.8, it follows that F(gi, - • • ,ç„) = 1. 
Because ,g») is a product of labels, we can assume = 
s  
n " f ^ j i k i i h i )  where hi G {çi,"" y<ln)di = R ov L,ki = ±1, with the following 
:=1 
conventions: 
if ji = R, ki = l,then mm = R{hi)\ 
if j i  =  R ^ k i  =  — l ^ t h e n  m j i - \  =  R ~ ^ { h i ) \  
if ji — L, ki = l,then rhu — L{hi); 
if ji = L,ki = —l,then rhh-i = L~^{hi). 
Suppose the circuit is not trivial. Then we can assume further that 6" > 1 
(since 5 = 0 = 1), and F is in "reduced form", i.e., there is no i such that 
j i  =  j i + i , k i  =  —  & , • + ! ,  a n d  h i  =  / l i + i .  F r o m  F  =  1 ,  w e  h a v e  x F ( q i , - - -  , g » )  =  x .  
Now X is in "normal form" [E, 2.1] in Q * J, so that there exists a reduction chain 
U = xF —> Ui —> C/2 —> • • • ^ f/jt = X 
[E, T2.2]. Now, Q = {q E Q\qi^q2 = Î3 if = Î3 in Q) is a set of closed relations 
for Q with b 6 {•, /, \} (in the sense of) [E, 1.3], so that Q*I = (q e Q,x\qibq2 = gs 
i f  q i b q 2  —  q a  i n  Q ) .  
Define a relation < on the set of "components" [E, 1.2] of x F ,  by z i  < zg if 
Z] is a component of Z2. Let m be the "minimal" component of xF such that 
the elementary operation U  ^  U \  occurs within it. Since the "reduced" form of 
F is not 1, the length of m, ^ (m) > 2 (if ^(m) = 1, m is a generator, so that the 
elementary operation is on a generator, a contradiction). So the operation occurs at 
t  ^  i  — 1  
m = a; n j > 1, not at z YÏ ''^jikiihi), i.e., involving hf. In cases (i)-(iv) 
i=l i=l 
of elementary reductions [E, 2.1], we will have a contradiction since = jt and 
kt-i = — k t .  Cases (v) and (vi) are out of consideration since h j  is already in normal 
13 
( — 1 
form. In case (vii), if we replace ( x  H &,(/*:)) • h t  by z, then z  =  q  f o r  some 
1=1 
S  
q  £  Q  s o  that x F { q i , -  •• ,ç„) = ç H G Q, but x  E  Q ,  a .  contradiction. 
«=f+i 
Hence the circuit is trivial. 
A left action of G  on ( x G )  is defined by letting F { q i , -  • • , <;„) in G  send the arc 
( x E ( p i , - - -  , p m ) , D ( q ) , x E { p i , - ' -  r P m ) D ( q ) )  t o  { x F ( q i , - ' -  , q n ) ~ ^ E { p i , - - -  , p m ) ,  
D(q),xF(qi,'-- ,qn)~^E(pi, - • • ,Pm)D{q)), where D{q) denotes R{q) or L(q). Sup­
pose that a vertex xE(pi,- • • ,p,„) is fixed by an element F{qi, • • • ,ç„) of G. Then 
xE{p\,'- • ,pm) — xF(qi,-- • ,qn)~^E{p\,-- • ,p„), whence xF{qx,-- • ,qn) = x. By 
[S2, 236] with m = 0, we have F{q\, • • • ,(/„) = 1. Thus no non-identity element of 
G leaves a vertex of (xG) fixed. 
Now suppose that an arc ( x E ( p i , -  •  •  , p „ t ) , R ( q ) , x E ( p i ,  •  •  •  , P m ) - ^ ( ç ) )  o f  ( x G )  is 
i n v e r t e d  b y  F ( q i , - - - , q n )  i n  G ,  s o  t h a t  x F ( q i , - •  •  , q n ) ~ ^ - ^ ( p i , - •  •  , P m )  =  
x E ( p i , - - -  , p m ) R ( q )  a n d  x F { q i , ' - -  ,  q n ) ~ ' ^  E { p i ,  •  •  -  , P m ) R { q )  =  x E { p i , - - -  , P m ) .  
Then xE{pi,--- ,Pm)R{<l)^ = xE{pi,--- ,p,n), whence i2(ç)^ = 1 by Lemma 2.8. 
In particular xq • q = x. Consider the quasigroup (Q, •,/, \) defined on the set of 
rationals Q by r • s = 2r -1- 5, r/s = (r — s)/2, and r \ s = 5 — 2r for r, s in Q. Define 
f:Q^Q\q^-^0. Since {0} is a sub quasigroup of (Q, -, /, \), / is a quasigroup mor-
phism. The image of a; = {xq)q in Q under f * (x ^ 1);Q Q is 1 = (2.0) 0 = 4, 
a n  i m p o s s i b i l i t y .  T h u s  n o  a r c  o f  ( x G )  l a b e l l e d  R ( q )  i s  i n v e r t e d  b y  a n  e l e m e n t  o f  G .  
A  f l i p p i n g  a r g u m e n t  [ S 2 ,  1 1 5 ]  s h o w s  t h a t  n o  a r c  l a b e l l e d  L ( q )  i s  i n v e r t e d .  T h u s  G  
acts freely on (xG) (in the sense of [ST, 1.3.3]). The quotient graph G \ (xG) is a 
bouquet of circles labelled with the elements of R(Q)UL{Q). By the Reidemeister 
T h e o r e m  [ S T ,  T h e o r e m  2 . 4 ]  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  G  i s  t h e  f r e e  g r o u p  o n  R ( Q ) U L ( Q ) .  •  
Quasigroups can be considered as generalizations of groups. Another generaliza­
tion of a group in the categorical sense is a groupoid. Almost all the terminologies 
here are adapted from [H]. 
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Definition 2.18. A groupoid is a category such that all its morphisms are invert-
ible. 
Definition 2.19. The fundamental groupoid on a directed graph X, denoted 7r(X), 
is the free groupoid on the graph X, i.e., the codomain of a graph map i: X 7r(%), 
such that for every groupoid G and graph map j : X G, there exists a unique 
groupoid map r : 7r(X) —> G such that the diagram 
X  — ^  t t { X )  
4  I '  
G > G 
le 
commutes. 
An easy characterization of tlie fundamental groupoid 7 r { X )  on a graph X  has 
been given in [H, Ch.8]. 
For a graph X, we can consider the coverings of the fundamental groupoid on the 
graph X. These coverings arise naturally in analogy with coverings of a topological 
space. 
Definition 2.20. Let G  and G '  be two groupoids. Let V { G )  denote the set of 
objects (vertex set) of G, and let Gj* denote the set of all morphisms in G with 
source j € V{G). G' covers G if there exists a category map (p: G' ^ G such that 
for every i E V{G'), the restriction y, : of ip is bijective. 
Definition 2.21. An abelian covering of the fundamental groupoid on the Cayley 
diagram of a quasigroup Q is a covering map (/?: —> TrCayQ such that: 
(i) For every q in Q, the inverse image of q under ip in E, viz. E'^, is an abelian 
group. 
(ii) For every morphism a from G to S in TT Cay Q, the map E" ; > E^\ V H-V TO 
(here w is the target of the unique cover of a with starting point v) is an 
isomorphism. 
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Deflnition 2.22. The category of abelian coverings of the fundamental groupoid 
on the Cayley diagram of a fixed quasigroup Q is the subcategory of the comma 
category of groupoids 0 over TT Cay Q with objects all abelian covers of TT Cay Q 
and morphisms all 0/7rCayQ morphisms 6\ Ei —> JSg from ipi: Ei —*• TrCayQ to 
i p 2 '  E 2  — >  T T  C a y  Q  s u c h  t h a t  f o r  e v e r y  q  i n  Q ,  t h e  r e s t r i c t i o n  ^  o f  9  t o  E i ^  
is a homomorphism of abelian groups into E2^. We will denote this category by 
AbCovQ. 
An easy characterization of an element of AbCovQ is given by the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 2.23. Let Q be a non-empty quasigroup. Suppose we are given a 
covering (p: E TT Cay Q of ir Cay Q such that the following statements are true: 
(i) there exists an r in Q such that the inverse image of r under y in E, 
namely E'' = {v G E\vip = r}, is an abelian group; 
(ii) for every morphism a from r to r in TT Cay Q, the map E°' : E^ E'']v i-¥ w 
(here w is the target of the unique cover of a with starting point v) is a 
homomorphism. Then ip is an object of Ah Cov Q. 
Proof. 
(i) We claim that Vg 6 Q,E'' is an abehan group. Let b E [tt Cay Q]rq, then 
E^E^ ^ E^ E^. If 6 is the unique cover of b with starting point v E E'' and 
target v' E E^, while b~^ is the unique cover of b~^ with starting point v' and target 
v" G E^, then bb~^ is the unique cover of bb~^ = 1^ = 1„(^, so that v" = u, i.e., E^ is 
a bijection. Defining vE^ • wE^ = {v • io)E^ in makes E'^ an abelian group. This 
product is well-defined, since if v^E'' = V2E'^,wiE^ = W2E'^ for c E [vr Cay Qjr,, 
then (vi • 'W\)E^ = V\E^ • W\E^ = • W2E'^ = (v2 • W2)E'^, which proves (i). 
To prove (ii) of Definition 2.2, from (i) it is clear that E'' is an isomorphism 
Vb E [TT Cay Q]r,. Let a — h~^d where b E [vr Cay Q]rg, and d E [TrCayQJrs- Then 
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'd _ ^6 ^j^d jg isomoiphism, since E'' ' and E'^  are. • 
Notice also that aip~^ = {(m, n) € £/' X E^\mE'^ = n} is an abelian group by 
the isomorphism i.e., these pairs form a subgroup of E^ x E^ isomorphic with 
E^ and E\ 
Before stating the main result in this section, the definition of representations in 
the categorical sense will be introduced. 
Definition 2.24. Given two categories C\ and C2, the category of represen­
tations of C2 into Ci has all functors P : C2 C\ as its objects and all natural 
transformations between them as its morphisms. 
If C2 is a groupoid, then groupoid representations of C2 into C\ are the same as 
category representations of C2 into C\. For example, the category jg 
category of all representations of the fundamental groupoid on the Cayley diagram 
of Q into the category 21 of abelian groui^ s. Another example is the category 21^  of 
representations of a group G into the category of abelian groups, in particular , 
w h e r e  G e  i s  t h e  s t a b i l i z e r  o f  e  i n  t h e  u n i v e r s a l  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  g r o u p  Ï 7 ( £ î ,  Q ) .  
Theorem 2.25. The following categories are equivalent: 
( i ) Q l < 8 > ( Q / Q ) ;  ( i i ) f U ^ ' ;  ( H i )  ( i v )  A b C o v Q .  
The proof will be given in some steps. 
Proposition 2.26. The stabilizer Ge is the vertex group of wCayQ at the vertex e. 
Proof. Take Y = [j/ I ,  1/2 ,  •  •  •  > Vn] G [TT Cay Q]ee, A loop at e. 
Then 
(e,',jR(ei \ e,-+i),e,'+i) or 
(ei,iî;~^(e,+i \ e,'),e,+i) or 
(ei,L(e,+i/e,),e,'+i) or 
{cxfL '(e,'/e,'+i),61^1 ), 
where ei = = e. 
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We can denote y,- by (ej, 7nj,.jt,.(ei, e,+i), e,+i), where j i  =  R  o r  L  and k i  = il, 
with the following conventions: 
i { j i  =  R , k i  =  l ,  then mj.fc,(e,,e,+i) = i2(e,'\ e,+i); 
if - R,ki = -1, then e,+i) = \ e,); 
if j i  =  L ,  k i  = 1, then m j - k i i e i ,  e,+i) = ^(ej+i/ej); 
if Ji = L,ki = -1, then mj,.fc.(e,',ef+i) = L~^(e,7e,'+i). 
Let /: [7rCayQ]ee -> G be defined by /([m.Z/z,'" ,2/»]) = H Ci+i), 
~ «'=1 
where r n j ^ . ( e i ,  e,+i) G G  with the following conventions: 
•R(e,' \ e.+i); 
R~^iei+i \ Si)] 
L(e,-+i/e,); 
L ~ ' ^ { e i / e i + i ) .  
i f  j i  =  R ,  k i  =  l ,  then m}^.(ei,e,+i) = 
if ji — R,ki — -1, then Ci+i) = 
if j i  = L ,  k i  —  1, then e.+i) = 
if ji = L,ki = -1, then e,+i) = 
Clearly / is a well-defined mapping, since if [j/i, J/2, • " • , V i ,  V i + i , 2/i+2, •••,?/„] is 
a simple reduction (i.e., yi = yï^i) of y (where j/,- means yi is omitted), then 
Vi = (ei,mj-,.fc.(e,',e,-+i), e,'+i), and = (ci+i, (e,+i, e.'+a), Ci+a) where 
e,+i = e, and mj.jk,.(ei, e.+i) = mj,.^,it,.^,(e,+i,e,+2)'"^- Hence 
/([yi,2/2,-" ,2/i,î/:+i,î/i+2,--- ,î/n]) = R mjX{et,et+i) 
,2,"' ,n} 
n 
= n "îj,fce(et,et+i) = /(y), where Tnj,.fc,.(ei, ej+i) = jt,.^j(ei+i, ei+2)~^ We 
t=i 
~ . " 
can restrict the codomain of / to be Gg, since e ]7 "^j,fc,(ei, e,+i) = e. Now / is 
i=l 
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also a homomorphism, since 
fix • y) = f([xi,x2, • • • , A;M][Î/I ,2/2,'" , !/»]) 
m n 
—  n  ^ 7 ' ^ ' ^ : 4 - l  )  J J  ' ^ J m + i ' f c m + i  ( ® m + i ,  ^ m + i + l  )  
1= 1  i=l 
m / n \ 
— (%% I ]j[ '^im+ifcm + i(®"» + «, ®m + «-|-l) I 
1 = 1 \l=l / 
=  f { x ) f { y ) ,  
where 
X {  —  ( C ; ,  t ,  ( G ; ,  6 ; ^ ]  ) ,  6 , ^ 1  )  
and 
V i  —  (Cfn+i)  ^ jm+i'fcm+i ^w'+'+l),  ^ ni+i+l), with fix = Cm+1 — ®m+n+l' 
Now / is one to one: Suppose that x  is a reduced path in [TT Cay Q ] e e  and f { x )  =  
n 
/([X1,X2,-" ,a;m]) = Ig- Then J| = Ig implies, by the freeness of 
1 = 1 
F  on { R { q ) , L ( q ) \ q  G Q }  [Theorem 2.12], that 3 i  6 {1,2, - - - ,n}. nj^ i (ei,ei+ i )  = 
(6,+i, . Applying VQ [Lemma 2.10], we obtain nj,.jk,.(ei, e,+i) 
= e{+2)""\ i.e., z, = x,^\, contradicting the reducedness of x .  Hence 
X  = lee- The homomorphism / is also onto, since G e  =  { T e { q ) ,  R e ( q , r ) ,  L e ( g , r ) )  
[ S 2 ,  2 4 4 ] ,  a n d  f e { q )  =  f [ { e , R { e \ q ) , q ) , { q , L - \ q / e ) , e ) ] - ,  
R e i q ,  r )  = /[(e, R { e  \  q ) ,  g), { q ,  R ( r ) ,  q r ) ,  { q r ,  R { e \  q r ) - ' ^ , e)]; 
Ze(g, r) = / [ { e , L { q / e ) , q ) , { q , L { r ) , r q ) , { r q , L { r q / e ) ~ ' ^ , e ) ] .  Hence we conclude Ge = 
[vr Cay Q]ee. • 
Suppose we have a representation 6 from to 21. Then we will define an element 
6a = P\ TT Cay Q —> 01 of 21"' as follows; 
p ( e ,  q ) o i  :  S ( e )  —  M  M  ®  p { e ,  q ) ; r r n - ^  m ®  p { e ,  q ) .  
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If a G [7rCayQ],r, then a  is written uniquely in the form p { e ,  q ) ~ ^ g e . p { e ,  r )  by taking 
Qc = p{e,q)ap{e,r)~^ € Ge = [T^CayQlee by Proposition 2.24, so that 
a a :  M  < S )  p { e , q )  — >  M  ( S )  p { e , r ) ,  
a a  =  [ p { e ,  5)0;]"' ( g e a ) [ p { e ,  r)a], and 
fifeO! — qc 
On objects, q P  =  M  ®  p ( e ,  q ) ,  so that e P  =  M  0  p ( e ,  e )  =  M  ® 1  —  M ,  hence P  is 
well-defined. 
If /: <îi ^2 is a morphism in 21®", i.e., a Ge-module homomorphism, then 
fa: (JiO! —>• 620: is 
M l  ®  p { e ,  q )  M 2 ®  /3(e, q ) \ m i  ®  p ( e ,  q )  m i f  ®  p ( e ,  q )  
with the property that for every j/e E Gg, 
(mi ®  p { e , q ) ) f a g e S 2  =  { ' < n i f ® p { e , q ) ) g J 2  =  { m i f ) g e ® p ( e , q )  
=  ( m i g e  ®  p { e ,  q ) ) f a  =  ( m i  (g) p(e, q ) ) g e S i f a ,  
that is f a g e S i  = Qe^ifoti so that f a  is a natural transformation from S i a  to S ^ a .  
This leads us to the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.27. The category map a gives a functor from 01^' to 
Given a representation P :  tt Cay Q  —> Ql, define P / d  =  f |[,rCay 
Proposition 2.28. The map (3 can be extended to a functor from to QiP'. 
Proof. Take a morphism f: Pi —> P2 in under to //? = Clearly 
f j 3  is a morphism in 21^". • 
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Lemma 2.29. For each representation P of irCayQ into 21, there is a natural 
-isomorphism hp: P(/3a) —> F, a collection of iU-morphisms, one for each 
object q of irCayQ: 
q P h p : M ® p { e , q )  M  
m ® p { e , q )  - »  m  m p ( e ,  q ) P .  
PToof .  For every a  E [ n C a y Q ]q r ,  the following diagram commutes: 
qPPa -2^ qP 
aPf ia  
rppa 
aP 
rph. - *  r P  
I.e., 
M  ® p { e , q )  ^  A q  
aa=[p(e,?)a]-'(3eO')[p(e,g)a] a=[p{e^q)P]  ^  gcP[p{e , r )P ]  
M  ®  p ( e , r )  
rph^ 
-> Ar 
where a  = p(e, q ) ~ ^ g e p { e ,  r), since [ m ® p { e ,  q ) ] q P h p a  = (m^(e, q ) P ) ( p ( e ,  q ) P ) ~ ^ g e P p ( e  
=  m g e P p { e ,  r ) P  =  m g ^ a p { e ,  v ) P  =  m { g e a ) { p { e ,  r ) a ) [ p ( e ,  r ) a ] ~ V ( e ,  r ) P  =  
[ m  ®  p ( e ,  q ) ] a l 3 a [ r P h p ] .  
On the other hand, the following diagram also commutes 
q P  q P ^ a  
aP 
r P  
rPh l  
aP /Sa  
-> rP/3a 
I.e., 
aP=p(e ,q )~^  gePp(e . r )P  
rPh l  
*  M ® p { e , q )  
oa=[p(e,g)o(]-'(ffea)[p(e,r)ûf] 
• >  M  ®  p { e ^ r )  
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t q P h j , ' ^ a ^ a  =  t [ p { e , q ) P ]  ^  p { e , q ) o i [ p { e , q ) a ]  ^  
{ g e o t )  [|ô(e, r)a] = t  [ p { e ,  î)P]~^ g ^ P  • [p(e, r ) P ]  [ p { e ,  r)P]~^ [ p { e ,  r)»] 
= t a p r p h p ^ .  
Theorem 2.30. The functors a and ^ give an equivalence between QL^' and 
qj^ncayq 
P r o o f .  It is obvious that a / S  = 1. To show that /3a is equivalent to 1, suppose 
/: Pi -> P2 is an morphism, i.e., \/q e Q, qf\ Aig -> Agg. 
Then the following diagram commutes: 
Pi/3 a Pi 
fpa 
p2pa P2 
since [m®p{e,q)\{qfpa){qP2hp^) = [nip{e,q)Pi{qf){p{e,q)P2)-^ ®p{e,q)]qP2hp^ = 
m p ( e , q )  P i ( q f ) ( p { e , q ) P 2 ) ~ ^ p { e , q ) P 2  =  m p ( e , q ) P i { q f )  =  [ m ® p ( e , q ) ] { q P i h p , ) { q f ) .  
Analogously, the following diagram commutes: 
p i h p ]  
Pi ^ Pi^a 
/ 
P2 
f l 3 a  
-> p2^a 
Since 
n { q f )  { P 2 h p ^ )  =  n { q f ) [ p { e , q ) P 2 ] ~  ®  p ( e , < i f )  
=  n [ p { e , q ) P i ] ~ ^  p { e , q ) P i ( q f ) ( p { e , q ) P 2 ) ~ ' ^  ®  p { e , q )  
=  M  [ ( p ( e , ( / ) P i ) ~ ^  ®  p ( e , î )  [ q f ^ a ]  
= n [^(e, ç)Pi]~^ p i e ,  q ) a  [ q f ^ a ]  
=  n [ q P i h ~ ^ ] { q f p a ) .  •  
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Proof of Theorem 2.25. The equivalence between 01 ® { Q . / Q )  and 21"^® is given in 
[S2, 336]. Theorem 2.30 gives the equivalence between 21"^' and Ql'^CayQ 
equivalence between Cay Q ^nd AhCovQ, we just have to use the corresponding 
functors A : 21'^ ^ Ab Gov Q and A' : Ab Gov Q —> ^ [H, 13.30] as follows: 
Let P  G then by forgetting the structure, we can consider 
P  :  TT Gay Q —> 21, then P A  :  E  - *  i r  Gay Q  is defined by 
v { E ) =  n E '  =  { ( u , ç ) | v  
The morphisms of E  from { v , q )  to { w , r )  are all pairs ( a , v )  where a  G  [yr Gay Q]^^ 
and vaP = w. (v,q)PA = q and (a,v)PA = a. Glearly Vg 6 Q, E^ is an abelian 
group and Va G [TT Gay the map E'^ : E^ —y E^ is an isomorphism. Hence, the 
object part of A has been defined. If /: Pi -4^ fg is a morphism in g^^^Cay 
Vq E Q qf: E^ = qP\ —> gfg = E^ s.t. for every a G [TrGayQ]^^, the following 
diagram commutes: 
qPl —^ qP2 
•"'1 
aPj 
rP\ > rP2 
r f  
Then { q f  | ç G Q} induces a map /: Ei E^ s.t. the following diagram commutes 
el e2 
P,A P:A 
TrGayQ —-—> TrGayQ 
Here, 
i v , q ) f  =  { v f , q )  
( a , v ) f  =  ( a , v f ) .  
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Clearly / is a groupoid map, hence / is a morphism in A b  Cov Q, and /A' = /. 
Let tp € Ab Cov Q. Considering Y as an element of coverings of TT Cay Q, then 
yA' : TT Cay Q  6 , ;  
q  =  { v  E  E \ v ( p  —  q }  
a I—> (E" JS'' ; u i-> iw) 
where w  is the target of the unique cover (of o) with source v .  Clearly, by considering 
the structure of <p, ipA' € Ab Cov Q. If f : ipi —y (p2 is a morphism in Ab Cov Q, then 
f  .  
el e2 
Vl ¥>2 
-> TrCayQ TrCay 0 — 
1 
commutes and E ^ f  Ç and v E ^ f  = v f E ^  for a € [TT Cay Qlgr- Hence / induces a 
morphism in Ql"" Cay Q from fiA' to i^gA', i.e., a collection of 21 morphisms, one for 
each q G Q, qf: Ef —* E2 s.t. the following diagram commutes for a 6 [vr Cay Q],r: 
i f  
-> el 
£^2. 
e^ 
r f  
We claim that A A' is equivalent to 1. Define a natural transformation 
/9: 1 —> AA', i.e., a family of A b  Cov Q  morphisms, one for each object ip of A b  Cov Q \  
i p p  has object part [J ( E ^  u i-+ (u, q ) )  and morphism part (a,u) where 
?eQ 
is the cover (of a G [TT Cay Q]qr) with starting point v .  
The following diagram commutes 
Vl -
/ 
V?2 
yiA'A 
/A' 
-> ygA'A 
V2/J 
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for every Ab Gov Q morphism f : ipi —> ^P2 since 
< p i p  VlP 
4 
w/ 
and 
V2P 
(w/,5) 
— Ov/ 
V2P 
•> (a,i;) 
/A'A 
{ a , v f )  
commute. 
Define /?' : A'A —> 1 by 
(f/: ]J[ S' —> S ; 
{ v , q )  i - >  u  €  ,  
(a, v) i-> â„ . 
Then the following diagram commutes; 
y,A'A ^ 
/A'A 
(^2 A'A 
V2P' 
-> (^2 
VLP ( u , g )  — - — >  V  £  E l  ( a , v )  — >  U y  
/A'A 
(v/,g) 
/A A' 
•4 v f  Ç :  E l  ( a , v f )  > a v f  = a„/ 
V 2 P '  f > 2 P '  
Hence A'A is equivalent to 1. 
Define a natural transformation A : 1 ^  A'A, i.e., a family of 51'^ Q morphisms, 
one for each object P of ^ where PA is a collection of 01 morphisms, one for 
each object <7 of TT Cay Q :  
q P A  :  q P  — >  q P A A '  
M q  =  q P  B  V  h - *  ( v , q )  E  E ' '  —  { ( u ,  q ) \ v  E  M , } .  
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P A  is an 21"'Cay Q morphism since for all a  G [7r Cay the following diagrams 
commute: 
qP qPAA' 
a P  
r P  
r P A  
aPkk ' .  
-> rPAA' 
Also the following diagram commutes for every Qt'fCayg morphism f: Pi —> fg: 
PI PIAA' 
/AA'  ,  
-> piaa' 
smce 
qpx 
i f  
7P2A 
g  P i  A  ^
 qPiAA' 
7/AA' 
qP2 > qPiAA' qp^a 
commutes. 
Define a natural transformation 
A' ; AA' —> 1, by 
qPA' : qPAA' —> qP 
E ' '  3  { v , q )  V  e  M g  .  
Then PA' is an moriîhism since for A 6 [TT Cay Q]qri the diagram 
qPAA' qP 
a PA A' 
vPAA' 
a P  
rPA< 
- >  r P  
commutes. 
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For every Cay Q morphism /: Pi —^ fg, the following diagram commutes: 
çPiAA' qpi 
qfA 'A  i f  
qp^aa' > qp2 
gP^A' 
Clearly AA' = 1 and A'A = 1, hence AA' is equivalent to 1. 
Since both A'A and AA' are equivalent to 1, we concude that Q jg equivalent 
to Gov Q. • 
If we start with an abelian group ^ ^ Q in Ù/Q, then we will get a right dé­
module M = 7r~^(e),e G Q- Applying a, we will get a representation 
P  :  i r C m j Q  - 4  2 1  w h e r e  A g  =  M  ( g )  ^ ( e ,  q ) ,  a n d  p { e ,  q ) a  :  M  M  ®  ^ ( e ,  q ) ;  
m m® p{e,q). If a G [irCayQlgr, aa: M <E) pie,q) -> M (8) p{e^r). Applying A, 
we have a covering groupoid ( p :  E  i r C a y Q ,  where V(E) = JJ M q  
îGQ 
= {(u,5)|u G M q }  = {(m (8) p i e , q ) , q ) \ m  G 7r~^(e)}. This vertex set is exactly the 
set = \J M (S> p{e,q), of [S2, 336], and V { i p ) :  V ( E )  —> Q is TT: A —> Q with 
g€Q 
operations analogous to that of those given in the remark after Definition 2.9. 
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CHAPTER 3 
REPRESENTATIONS OF RIGHT QUASIGROUPS 
The structure of a right quasigroup implies that the mapping Rqiq) given after 
D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 5  i s  a  p e r m u t a t i o n  o f  t h e  u n d e r l y i n g  s e t  Q  o f  a  r i g h t  q u a s i g r o u p  Q .  
However, the corresponding Lqi^q) need not be a permutation on Q. Let SQ denote 
the monoid of all mappings from the set Q into Q with composition as the binary 
operation. 
Definition 3.1. The submonoid of S Q  generated by { R ( q ) ,  R ~ ^ ( q ) ,  L ( q ) \ q  G  Q }  
i s  c a l l e d  t h e  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  m o n o i d  M Q ,  a n d  t h e  g r o u p  g e n e r a t e d  b y  { ^ ( g ) | g  G  Q }  
c o n t a i n e d  i n  M Q  i s  c a l l e d  t h e  r i g h t  m u l t i - p l i c a t i o n  g r o u p  R M l t Q .  
Definition 3.2. If P is a right sub quasigroup of a right quasigroup Q, then the 
relative multiplication monoid MQP of P in Q is the submonoid of MQ generated 
b y  { R Q ( p ) , R Q i p ) ' ' \ L Q { p ) \ p  e  P } .  
The analogous construction of the 7^-universal multipHcation monoid U M ( Q , T Z )  
of Q in the variety TZ of all right quasigroups is the relative multiplication monoid 
oi Q in Q = Q * I, the coproduct in 71 of Q with the free right quasigroup J on a 
g e n e r a t o r  x .  W e  w i l l  a l s o  h a v e  t h e  a n a l o g o u s  c a t e g o r y  ^ H ^ ' I Z l Q  o f  Ç - m o d u l e s  i n  T Z .  
L e t  t t :  A  ^  Q  h e  &  Q - m o d u l e  i n  T Z .  T h e n  t h e r e  i s  a n  7 ^ / Ç - m o r p h i s m  a  A ,  
called subtraction, defined as the following composition: 
. .1 x(—) . A 4 
—  I O C  =  AX Q A  >  A  X Q  A  — >  A ,  
Again, the kernel of — : a ^ ^ is a congruence («la) on a which is a centreing 
congruence by which a centralizes itself (cf. [S2, 315]). Also, we will get analogies 
to [Lemma 2.10] and [S2, 336] as follows: 
Proposition 3.3. Let Q be a right quasigroup appearing as a right subquasigroup 
of a right quasigroup A in R. Then rA : UM{Q, 7Z) —> MaQ; 
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f ( g i ,  '  '  '  , q n )  ^  F A { q \ i ' - -  , q n )  i s  a  m o n o i d  e p i m o r p h i s m  f r o m  G  =  U M ( Q , 7 t )  
onto MAQ-
Definition 3.4. Let Q be a right quasigroup. Then the right Cayley diagram 
RCa y Q  i s  a  d i r e c t e d  g r a p h  w i t h  v e r t e x  s e t  Q  a n d  l a b e l l e d  a r c s .  F o r  e a c h  x  a n d  y  
i n  Q ,  t h e r e  i s  a n  a r c  { x , R ( y ) , x y )  f r o m  x  t o  x y  l a b e l l e d  R ( y ) .  
We will also have an analogue of Theorem 1.11 as follows: 
Theorem 3.5. Let 71 be the variety of all right quasigroups. Then for a right 
quasigroup Q, the universal right multiplication group RG = UR(Q,Tt) is the free 
g r o u p  o n  { R { q )  \ q e Q ) .  
Before proving this theorem, we need some preliminary theory about normal 
forms in a right quasigroup adapted from the quasigroup case. Definition of words 
carries over, with the restriction that uov means u-v or u/v. Also the definition of 
relations in closed form carries over, with the exception of axiom (ii): If one of the 
two X - y = z, X — z/y is a relation, so is the other. There are only three elementary 
reductions in a right quasigroup, that is replacing (i) (v • u)/u by v, (ii) (v/u) • u by 
V  a n d  ( i i i )  x  o  y  h y  z  l î  x  o  y  ~  z  i s  o n e  o f  t h e  d e f i n i n g  r e l a t i o n s  o f  Q .  
Proof of Theorem S.5. In the right Cayley diagram R C a y ( Q  *  I ) ,  consider the 
subgraph (xRG) consisting of all vertices lying in the orbit xRG of x under RG 
and of all arcs between these vertical labelled R(q) for some q in Q. Note that 
(xRG) is (weakly) connected. If there is a circuit in (xRG) starting at a vertex 
xE{pi,... ,p,n), its labels form a product F{qi,... ,ç„) such that xEF = xE. By 
the analogue of Lemma 2.8., it follows that F(g],..., g») = 1. Because JP is a 
~ fc ~ 
product of labels we can assume JP(ÇI, ... ,ç„) = f] R ^ ' ( h i )  w h e r e  h ,  G { ç i , - . . , ç n }  
i=l 
and £,• = 4-1 or —1. 
Suppose the circuit is not trivial, then we can assume further that F  is in 're­
duced' form, i.e., there is not i s.t. £,• = —h, = Also > 1 since 
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otherwise the 'reduced' form of F is 1, contradicting the non-trivialness. Since we 
have F — 1,'m particular xF{q^,..., = x. Now x is in "normal form" in Q * J = 
{ q e Q ,  x  \  0  5 2  =  ? 3  i f  5 i  0  Ç 2  =  Ç 3  " i  Q ) ,  w h e r e  Q  -  { q  €  Q  \  q i  o  q 2  =  q s  
if qi o q2 = q3 in Q). Hence there exists a reduction chain 
U  =  x F  —> Ml U 2  U k  =  X  
[E, T3.2]. Define a relation < on the set of components of x F  by z i  < z i  if z \  
is a component of Zg. Let m be the "minimal" component of xF such that the 
elementary operation u —> ui happens in it. Since the "reduced" form of F is not 
1, £(m) > 2. [If £(m) = 1, m is a generator, so that the elementary operation is on 
a generator, which is a contradiction.] 
TT- " ~ So the operation occurs at m = a; H i > 1, not at a; H i.e., j=i 1=1 
involving ht. In cases (i) and (ii) of the three elementary reductions, we will 
have a contradiction since e<_i = —st, and ht-i = ht. In case (iii), we replace 
/ <-i ^ \ 
f z n • h t  by z ,  then since the closed relations only involve g E Q, we will 
have z  =  q f o v  some q  E  Q  s o  that x F { q i ,..., ç„) = ç R ^ ' ( h i )  G Q, but x  ^  Q ,  
i = t + l  
a contradiction. Hence the circuit is trivial. This means that ( x R G )  is a tree. 
A left action of R G  on { x R G )  is defined by letting F { q \ , . . . ,  Çn) in R G  send the 
arc (^xE{pi,...,pm),R{q)-,xE{p\,...,p,n)R{q)) to 
J..., Çn) > • • • )Pm) ) ) • • • Ï (ifn) -^(pi > • • • ) Pm)-^(?)^ • Sup­
pose that a vertex x E { p \ , . . . ,  p , n )  is fixed by an element F ( q i ,..., Çn) of R G .  Then 
xE{pi,...,Pm) = xF{qu...,qn)~^ •E{pi,...,pm) whence xF{qi,... ,qn) = x. Ap­
plying Lemma 2.8. with m = 0, we have F(qi, = !• Thus no non-identity 
of RG leaves a vertex of {xRG) fixed. 
Now suppose that an arc \ ^ x E ( p i , . . .  , p „ i } , R ( q ) , x E ( p i , . . .  , p m ) R i q ) ]  o î  ( x R G )  
is inverted by F{qi,.. .,qn) in RG, so that xF~^{qi,... ,qn)E{pi,... ,Pni) 
=  x E { p i , . . . , p m ) R { q )  a n d  x F ~ ^ { q u  . . .  , q n ) E { p i , . . .  , p m ) R { q )  =  x E { p i , . . .  , p m ) ,  
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whence R { q ) ^  = 1 by Lemma 2.8. In particular x q  •  q  =  x .  Consider the right 
q u a s i g r o u p  ( Q ,  - ,  / )  d e f i n e d  o n  t h e  s e t  o f  r a t i o n a l s  Q  b y  r - 5  =  2 r  +  s ,  r / s  =  { r  —  s ) / 2  
for r,s in Q. Define /: Q —> Q; g i-> 0. Since {0} is a subright quasigroup of 
(Q, -, /), / is a right quasigroup morphism. The image of œ = {xq)q in Q under 
/ * (a: i-> 1) : Q —+ Q is 1 = (1 • 0) • 0 = 4, an impossibility. Thus no arc of (xRG) is 
inverted by an element of i?,G. 
Thus R G  acts freely on ( x R G )  (in the sense of [ST, 1.3.3]). The quotient graph 
RG \ (xRG) is a bouquet of circles labelled with elements of R(Q). By the Reide-
m e i s t e r  T h e o r e m  [ S T ,  T h e o r e m  1 . 4 ]  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  R G  i s  t h e  f r e e  g r o u p  o n  R { Q ) .  •  
A generalization of Proposition 2.24 will also be obtained as follows. 
Proposition 3.6. The stabiUzei' [UR{Q,1Z)]^ of e in the universal right multipli­
cation group of Q in 7Z is isomorphic to the vertex group [yriiECay (Q)]^ at e of the 
fundamental groupoid of the right Cayley diagram of Q. 
Proof. Define /: [TrJîCay (Q)]^, UR{Q,'R.) as follows: Take 
y = [î/i)2/2,• • •,Un] E [TrJZCay (Q)]^. Then 
_ r (ei,iî(a;,),e,+i) where e,+i = e,iî(a;,) or 
' \ {ei,R~^(xi),ei+i) where Ci+i = 
and e \  — c — . 
In general y,- = (e,, e,+]) and e.+i = eiR^'{xi). 
n 
Then / ([yi, y2, • • • ,  î/nj) = JJ R^' (xi). 
1=1 
Clearly / is a well-defined mapping, since if [j/i, 1/2 > • • •, 2/i > î/i+i, • • •, Vn]  is a simple re­
duction (i.e., i/,- = 3/j+i) of 2/ (where means y, omitted) then y, = (e,', i2'^''(a;,), 
and Ui+i = {ei+i,R~^'{xi),ei). Hence 
/ ([î/i ) 2/2 ) • • * ) 2/i, î/j+i ) * • • ) !/»»]) — R '(®<) ^ E {1,2,. . . ,%,  z l , . . . ,n.} 
=  =  f ( y ) -
t=i 
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rt ^ 
We can restrict the codomain of / to be [£/i2(Q,72.)]g, since e J][ = e. Now 
1=1 
/ is also a homomorphism, since 
~ ([î/l > • • • ) ) • • • ) •^m]) / 
n  m  
= Y[ R - > ( x ,)Y[ R ' - { t i )  
1=1 i=l 
= n»"(z,.) 
.1=1 
=  f i y ) M ,  
m 
1=1 
where yi = (e,-,e.+j) and Zi = (/i,i?®'-'(^f)./i+i)) ei = e„+i - fi = 
fm+l ~ 6. 
Now / is 1 — 1; suppose that y is a reduced path in [irRCixy Q]^ and f { y )  =  
/ ([î/iî Î/2) • • •, î/n]) = 1q[i] implies, by the freeness of UR(Q, H) on 
{R(q) I g 6 Q} that there exists some i 6 {1,... ,n} such that R^'{xi) = 
Applying r q :  U R { Q , T l )  —> Mlt/2Q, we obtain R ^ ' ( x i )  = R ' ^ ' + ' ^ { x i + i ) ~ ^ , i.e., i/,- = 
y,^\ ,  contradict ing the reducedness  of  y.  
H ^ 
The homomorphism / is also onto, since if J2®'(a;,) G [ U R ( Q , 7 l ) ] ^ ,  s.t. 
i=l 
Tl 
Xi = Xj-i-i —> £,• = £,+1, then e fj R"(xi)  = e by applying rq.  Consider y = 
1=1 
[yi5 • • • > yn] where ?/,• = (e,-, iî'''(a;,'), e,+i), ei = Cn+i = e, then clearly j/ G [Tri?Cay (Q)]^ 
n  n  ^  
by the fact that e R ^ ' ( x i )  =  e ,  and f ( y )  =  fj R ' ^ ' ( x i ) .  Hence we conclude that 
1=1 j=i 
l i T R C B y Q l  =  [ U R ( Q , 7 l ) l .  •  
Proposition 3.7. 
n [f-RW,K)].S J] [,rBCayQ). , 
[e]67r/ZCayQ [cJejr/îCayQ 
where [e] is the path component of ttR Cay Q containing e. 
Proof. From the preceding proposition, it is clear that there exists an isomorphism 
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f c  from [TrJZCay 0]g to [UR(Q,Tt )]^ .  Hence n f e  is an isomorphism from 
[e]67rHCay Q 
n [7ri2Cayg]e to U • 
[e]67riZCayQ [ejÊTriîCayQ 
The attempt to get an analogue of [SI, 244] fails, since it is possible to have a 
right quasigroup s.t. for [e] G [TrfZ Cay Q], for every n G N, there exists a g 6 [e] 
such that the minimal reduced path from e to g is of length n, for example the right 
quasigroup defined on {0,1,2,3,... } by 
{a: + 1 i f  X  < y  
0 if a; = y 
X  i f  X  >  y  
'  X  —  1  i f  X  <  y  
x / y  =  <  0  i f  X  =  y  .  
X  i f  X  >  y  
A generalization of [S2, 336] which will be needed to prove the equivalences of 
categories will be given in Proposition 3.8. 
Proposition 3.8. Let n: A ^ Q be a Q-module. Identify Q with its image in A 
under OQ. Then for elements a, b of A, one has: 
(i) ab = a • hiT + air • h ;  
(ii) a/b = ajb-K — [oTr/ftTT • 6] /^tt. 
Proof,  (i) Is a generalization of [S2, 336]. 
(ii) air = (air/b) • b 
=  ( a z / b  +  a i r / b n )  •  { b n  +  b )  
= {air/b) - bn + {air/bTx) • b 
an — (air/bTr) • b = (an/b) • bir 
[air — (aTr/brr) • 6] /bir = anjb 
aTr/bir — [(a7r/67r) • 6] /W = an/b 
an/bn — anjb = an/bn — [—{an/bn) • 6] /bn.  
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Notice that (OTT, a)(a:|a)(a7r, a) and {bTr,bTT){a\a){b,b) yield 
(a7r/bTT,a/bn)(a\a)(aTr/b,a/b) but (an/bTr,a/bTr){a\cx) (air/b,  ct/ÔTr —{(a7r/67r) • b}/bTT) 
by above, so that 
a/b = a/bir — [{air/bir) • 6] /bi: .  •  
The next step is to define the Cayley diagram of a right quasigroup. 
Definition 3.9. Let Q be a right quasigroup. The Cayley diagram Cay Q of Q 
is a directed graph with vertex set Q and labelled arcs. For each x,y in Q, there 
is an arc {x^R(y),xy) from x to xy, an arc (x,R~^(y),x/y) from x to x/y, and 
a n  a r c  ( x , L { y ) , y x )  f r o m  x  t o  y x .  T h e s e  a r c s  a r e  l a b e l l e d  R ( y ) , R ~ ^ ( y )  a n d  L { y )  
respectively. 
We are able to generate a category P  Cay Q  from Cay Q  by taking the set Q  
as objects and 'reduced' paths of Cay Q as morphisms. Here "reducedness" means 
applying all possible equations {x,R{y),xy){xy,R~^{y),x) = 1 and 
{x,R~^(y),x/y) • {x/y,R{tj),x) = 1. Consider the groupoid generated by 
{(x,R(y),xy)\x,y G Q] which is a subcategory of PCayQ. It consists of com­
ponents Ci for i in an index set I. For each i, i^ick a representative g, in F(C,). 
Then for each q G V(P Cay Q),q is connected to exactly one element q of the set 
of {g,|% 6 /} of representatives by a sequence of simple paths only using the R's. 
Let p{q,q) be the reduced path from q to q given by a sequence of labels 
where xj G Q. Take p{q,q) = 1, the empty path at q. Let p{q,q) be the element 
corresponding to p(q,q) in UM{Q,R). Then given a Q-module TT: A —> Q in 72., 
we will get a representation = ira' of PCayQ into the category 21 of abelian 
groups as follows: 
qPA = {(m,5,ç): m G T r ~ ^ { q ) } ,  p i q , q ) o i ' :  { m , q , q )  { m , q , q ) .  If a G [PCayQ]jr, 
then a can be rewritten uniquely as a = p{q,q)~^[p(q,q)ap{f,r)~^]p{f,r), so that 
a a '  =  p { q , q ) a - ^ [ p { q , q ) â p ( f , r ) - ' ^ ] p { r , r ) a ,  w h e r e  p { q , q ) a p { f , r ) ~ ' ^  G  [ U M ( Q , R ) ] g r  
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acts via M aQ as in Proposition 3.3. Clearly p ( q , q ) a p ( f , r ) ~ ^  is a homomorphism 
of abelian groups. 
If f : (iTi : Ai —¥ Q) (TTg : A2 ^ Q) is & morphism in 21 (g> 71/Q, then clearly 
G that fa': Pi — iria' —> TTga' = P2, defined by 
qPx —> gfz; ("î) 9, ( ? )  (/(m), q ,  q ) ,  is an abelian group homomorphism. 
Proposition 3.10. The assignment a' is a functor from 21 ® 'R./Q to Cay g 
Proof .  Clearly for every a  E [f Cay Q],r, the diagram 
qPi qP2 
a  P i  a  P i  
rPi > rp2 
r f a '  
commutes, since 
( m , q , q ) ( q f a ' ) ( a P 2 )  =  ( / ( m ) , g , g ) ( o J ^ )  =  { m f [ p ( q , q ) a p ( f , r ) ~ ^ ] T r 2 , f , r )  
=  { r n [ p { q , q ) a p { f , v ) ~ ' ^ ] n i f , f , r )  
=  ( m l p i q ,  q ) à p { 7 ~ ,  r)~^]7ri, r, r ) { r f a )  
=  ( m ,  q , q ) { a P i ) ( r f a ) .  
The other conditions to be a functor are satisfied by a' trivially. • 
Suppose on the other hand that we have a representation P  from f Cay Q into 
the category 21 of abelian groups. Let P(3' : -4 —> Q, where 
O 
nA) = u u 
76{?, |«€/} Î6[Î] 
=  { ( ^ , 9 , 9 ) | g  E  [ ç ] , î  e  { q i \ i  e  / } } .  
Here [g] is the path component of q  in the groupoid generated by 
{{x,R{y),xi/)\x,y 6 Q}, and {m,q,q)P/3' = q. Define 
(m, q ,  q )  • (n, r, r )  =  [ m p i q ,  q ) { q ,  E(r), q r ) p { q r ,  çr)~^ 
+ n p { r ,  r ) { r ,  L { q ) ,  q r ) p { q r ,  ç r ) ~ ^ ,  q r ,  g r ]  
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and 
(m, g, <?)/(n, r, r )  = ([m/?(ç, g) - np{ r ,  r ) ( r ,  L {q / r \ç)] 
• { < l ^ R ~ ^ { r ) , q / r ) p { q / r , q l r ) ~ ^ , q / r , q / r ^  . 
Also define maps Oq : Q —> -A; 7 (ç,g, g) ("zero") , A ^  A\ 
(m,ç,g) i-> (-m,g,g) ("negation") , and + : A'X.q A ^  A] 
((m, g, g), (n, g, g)) i-> (m + n, g, g)("addition"). Then it is easy to see that P/3 '  is a 
Q-module in TZ.  
Let /; Pi —> P2 be a morphism in i.e., Vg € Q,qf ' -  qP\  —> gPg is given 
such that, for every a 6 [PCay the diagram 
gPi —^ gPz 
a Pi 0P2 
rPi > rP2 
r f  
commutes. Define f /3 ' :  {P i l3 '  =  t t j  :  +  Q) —> {P2 /3 '  =  7r2  :  ^2  —> Q); 
{m,q,q) (m/)(g,g)Pig/p(g,g)-^ ^2,9, s). 
Proposition 3.11. Tie ass ignment  g ives  a  func to r  f rom Q (o 21 g) TZ/Q.  
Proo f .  Here / is a right quasigroup morphism since 
[(m, g, g) • (n, f, r)] /^' = [mp(q ,  q)Px (g, i2(r), qr )p {W,  qr)~^Pi  
+ 7i/j(/",r)Pi(r,i:(g),gr)/)(^,gr)~^Pi,gr,gr] gr/^' 
= [mpiq, q)P\ (g, J?(r), gr)Pi qrfp{^, gr)~^P2 
+ n/)(7", r)Pi (r, L(g), gr)Pi qrfp(W, qr)~^P2, gr] 
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= HXg, î)A î/(!Z, R { r ) ,  q r ) P 2 p ( q r ,  
+  n p { f ,  r)Pi (r, I,(g), q r ) P i q r f p { q r ,  q r ) ~ ^ P 2 , W ,  
=  i ^ p i Q , Q ) P i < i f p i q , Q ) ~ ^ P 2 , q , q )  
•  { np { f ,  r )P i r fp { f ,  r) 
= • (n,r,r)/^' 
and 
[(^,9,g)/(M,r,r)] //?' 
= ([^^(?) î)-Pi - 'O-Pi {'') ^((ZA), ç)-Pi] 
(î, ( r ) ,  q / r )P ip iq / r ,  q / r )~ ' ^ , (?/r, ç/r) /^' 
= 9)^*1  -  r ip { f , r )P i { r ,L {q l r ) ,q )P i ]  
{q ,  R~ \ r ) ,  q / r )P ip {q / r ,  q / r )~^P ip {q / r ,  q / r )P i  
? A' fpiq/r, qlr)~^P2, g/r, î/r) 
= r)fi (r/)(r, I(Q'/r), 9)^2] 
{q ,  R~^{ r ) ,  q / r)P2p {q / r ,  q / r ^^P2,q / r ,  q / r ^  
=  i ^p iq ,  q )P i {Qf )p {q ,  Q)~^P2,q ,q )  /  {np( f ,  r )P i { r f )p ( f ,  r )P^^ , f, r) 
= {m,  î ,  q) f /3 ' / i n ,  f ,  r ) f /3 ' .  
fP' is a Q-morphism, since: 
(i) [("î, î, q )  + (», 5,5)] / 
= (m + n, q,  q ) f ^ '  
= ((m + n)^(ç, q ) P i { q f ) p { q ,  ,  î, î) 
=  { m p { q , q ) P i { q f ) p { q , q ) p - \ q , q )  
+ { n p { q , q ) P \ { . q f ) p { q , q ) P 2 ^  , q , q )  
= (m, 5, g)//)' + (n, g, ç)//3' ; 
(ii) (m, ç, q) { - f ^ ' )  = (-m, g, ç)/^' 
= 9)-Pi g/Xg, , 9, g) 
= - ijnp{q^ Q)PiQfp{q, q)Pf^, g, ?) 
= ("^,3, ?)(//?'-) ; 
(iii) çC>,//3' = (î, g, g)#' = (%/, q,  q )  
- (g,g,g) = qOq. 
Suppose /: Pi —> P2 and g: P2 —* P3 in then 
im ,q ,q ) i fg ) /3 '  =  imp{q ,q )P iq { fg )p {q ,q ) -^P3,q ,q )  
= (mXî, <?)Pi(î/)p(?, q ) P 2 ^ p { q ,  q ) P 2 { q g ) p { q ,  9)^3,9, ?) 
= i {m,q ,  q ) f ^ ' )g^ ' .  
Clearly (m, g, q ) l ^ '  =  (m, g, g). So we conclude that is a functor. • 
Lemma 3.12. For each Q-module n : A Q in TZ, there exists an (21 ® T Z j Q ) -
naturaJ isomorphism g'„: (ir: A Q) —> (ira'/3': A' —> Q) given by restrictions 
^ 7R""^(G) X {G} X {q}\m (mp{q,q)ir~^,q,q). (Note that indices have 
been omitted from the notation here for clarity). 
Proof. The map irg'^ is a right quasigrouii homomorphism, since for m G 7r"^(g) 
and n 6 7r~^(r) we have mn E 7r~^(qr) and m/n G 7r~^((//r), so that mirg'^-mrg'^ = 
{mp{q, q)n-'^, q, q)-{np{r, r)7r-^, r, r) = [mp{q, q)-K~'^p{q, q)Tra{q, R{r), qr)p{qr, qr^^ita 
+np(f, r)7r~V('~»^') T^oi{r.,L{q),qr)p{qr.iqr)~^'Ka,qr,qr] = 
{ [ m { q , R { r ) , q r ) +  n { r , L { q ) , q r ) ] p { q r , q r ) ~ ' ^ T r , q r , q r )  =  { m n p { q r , q r ) ' K - ' ^ , q r , q r )  =  
{mn)'Kg'„, using Proposition 3.8. 
Similarly, 
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r m r g ' ^ l n z g ' ^  =  { m p { q , q ) i T ~ \ q , q )  /  { n p ( f , r ) i r ~ ^ , 7 - , 7 ' )  
=  ( [ m p ( q , q ) 7 r ~ ' ^ p ( q , q ) n a  -  n p { f , r ) T r ~ ^ p ( f , r ) T r a { r , L { q / r ) , q ) ]  
{ q ,  R ~ \ r ) ,  q / r ) p ( q / r ,  q / r ) T r a - \ q / r ,  q / r ^  
= [m - n(r, L { q / r ) ,  ç)] (g, (r), q / r ) g ' ^  
= {rn/n)g'^. 
Thus Ttg'^ is a right quasigroui^ homomorphism. Clearly -ng'^ is a Q-morphism, since 
if m, n G 7r~^(g) 
(m + n)T:g'^ = ((m + n)p{q, ?)7r~\ ç, q) 
= { ^ r i p { q , q ) ' K - ^  +  n p { q , q ) ' ï ï ~ ' ^  , q , q )  
- ?)7r~\ Î, î) + {np{q,q)'K~^q,q) 
= rnvrr/^ + HTTfif^, 
m{-TTg'^) = (-m)7r(/; = g) 
= m(7r(7;-), 
<l{OQTTg'^) = (ZTTgl, = {qp{q,q)TT~\q,q) 
=  i Q , Q , Q )  =  qOq.  
Hence g'^ is an X 0 7^/Q morphism. Analogously, g ' ~ ^  is also an { A  ®  7^/Q)-
morphism. • 
Lemma 3.13. Given a representation P from P Cay Q to the category 21 of abelian 
groups, there exists a natural isomorphism /ij, : P —> P^a, defined by 
q P  ^ q P  X { q }  X  { ç } ;  m  i - >  ( m p { q , q ) P - \ q , q ) .  
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Proof. Suppose a  € [PCayQ]f/r- Then a  =  p ( q , q )  ^ [ p { q , q ) a p { r , r )  ^ ] p ( r , r ) ,  so 
that a/3'a' = p(q,q)a~^[p{q,q)ap{f,r)~^]p{f,r)a. The diagram 
q P  q p  X {g} X {?} 
r P  >  f P  X {; } X {r} 
rPh'^ 
commutes, since t { q P h p ) { a 0 ' a ' )  =  { t p ( q , q ) P  ^ , q , q ) { a $ ' a ' )  =  
( t p ( q , q ) P ~ ' ^ p i q , q )  â p { f , r ) - \ r , r )  =  { t p { q , q ) P ~ ' ^ { p { q , q ) à p { f , r ) - ^ ) P , f , r )  
= t { a P ) { r P h ' j , ). The penultimate equality here holds since the action of p{q^ q)àp{f, r)~^ 
in [UM(Q,R)]qf is via MaQ by Proposition 3.3, which is the same as that of 
p{q, q)ap(f, r)P. Analogously, the diagram 
q P  X {(?} X {(/} - —- —> q P  
a  
r P  X {?-} X {?-} 
r P h ' - i  
• >  r P  
commutes, since 
( ^ ,  9 ,  q X q P h ' p  ^  ) [ a P ]  =  t p ( q ,  q ) P [ a P ]  
=  q ) à p { f ,  r ) P  
=  { t p { Q , Q W { r , r ) ~ \ f , r )  [ r P h ' p - i ]  
by the same reasoning as before. • 
Theorem 3.14. The functors a'  and /3' give an equivalence between 521 ® (TZ/Q) 
and Ql^CayQ_ 
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Proof .  ï î  f :  {n i :  A l  
diagram 
Q) —> (TTz : i42 —> <5) is a morphism in 21 (g) TZ/Q, then the 
T r i g  
TTi TTia'/S' 
>i 1'"" 
TTZ -> TX-iOi'^' 
*2  
commutes, since 
m{'Kig ' 'K i ) \ fa 'P ' ]  -  {mp{q ,q )TTi - '^ ,q ,q ) [ fa 'P ' ]  
= (m/j(g,ç)7ri~V^,5,ç) 
= i m f q p { q f , q f ) 7 T 2 ~ \ q , q )  
= ( r n f , j p { q ,  q ) T r 2 ~ \ q , q )  = m f { 7 r 2 g ' „ ^ ) .  
Analogously, the diagram 
TTia'/?' ^ 
fa 'P'  
TT2CX'^' 
-> TTi 
-> TTz 
<*2 
commutes, since 
{ m , q , q ) n i g ' ~ l f  = 9/)?i'2 
= r n f , j p { q , q ) T r 2  =  (m/j, ç, ç)7r2flr^. 
= {•>n,q,q)fa'P'-K2g''^l' 
Also for each morphism f : Pi —* P2, in Q, the diagram 
PI PI/?'A' PI 
P2 
P2 
> P2/S'a' > P2 
'«'p.' 
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commutes, since 
m h ' p ^ ( f 0 ' a ' )  =  m p { q , q ) P { ' ^ f / 3 ' a '  =  ^  =  m f h ' p ^  
and 
{ m p { q , q ) P ^  h ' p ^ f  =  m f  =  { m p { q , q ) P ^  { f / 3 ' a ' ) h '  - i .  •  Pa 
Note that if Q is a quasigroup, and yr: A —> Q is a Q-module in Û, then by 
f orgetting the left division structure, we will have a Q-module z: A Q inTZ. The 
construction of a' and /?' specializes in the case of quasigroups, in the sense that 
the following diagrams commute: 
"i 
a® WQ) 
F 
F' 
Cay Q 31 ® (7e/Q) 
F' 
Cay Q 
-> 2l(8)(n/Q) Ql'^CayQ 
F' F F> 
21 ® { T l / Q )  ^  2 ( ^ C a y Q  2 1  0  ( 7 ^ / Q )  <  Q t ^ C a y Q  
Here r is the functor that gives the equivalences of 21 ® (Û/Q) with 21^®, while F  
and F' are forgetful functors. 
Another category which is equivalent to 21^ ^ is the category of ordered mod­
ules. 
Definition 3.15. Let fi be the category of "ordered modules", with objects collec­
tions of RGf^ modules Mg, one for each ë, together with a collection of homomor-
phisms p{ë,e)L{t)p{te,te)~^ from Mg to Mfe, one for each pair {e,t) E Q x Q. 
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Here RGè is the stabilizer of ë in the right universal multiplication group RG of 
Q in 7?.. A morphism between two objects {Mg} and {Mg} of fi is just a collection 
{/ê} of module homomorphisms satisfying the "extension" module homomorphism 
condition, i.e., for x G Ms, 
x p { s ,  s ) L { t ) p ( t s ,  t s y ^  f j j  
=  x f s p { s , s ) L { t ) p { t s , t s ) ~ ^ .  
Suppose we have A Q € Let Me = 7r~^(e). Then clearly is a RG^ 
module. By taking p ( ë ,  e ) L ( t ) p ( t e , t e ) ~ ^  6 M Q ,  we will get a homomorphism from 
Mê to Mj^. IÎ f : {A —> Q) —> (A' —» Q) is a Q-module homomorphism, clearly we 
can take /g = /|Mg and /g will be a morphism in 0. 
Proposition 3.16. The assignment A from 21 (g) T l / Q  t o  f i  b y  t a k i n g  A  Q  t o  
{Mê} and f:A—^A' to {/g} as described above is a functor. 
Suppose we have an object {Mg} of Q,. For every 5 6 [ê], define 
Ms = {(z, a) I a; G Mg}. Let A = (J Mg and let ir: A Q; {x,s) t-+ s .  
seQ 
Define 
p ( s ,  s ) 7 r  :  M s  — *  M s  ;  ( x ,  s )  ( x ,  s )  
R ( t ) T T :  M a  -> M s t  ; 
(a:,5) i-> ( x ,  s ) p ( s ,  s ) T r ~ ^ p ( s ,  s ) R { t ) p { s t ,  s t ) ~ ^ p ( s t ,  s t ) - ! r  
L { t ) T x  ;  M s  - >  M t s  ;  
( a ; , s )  { x , s ) p { s , s ) ' i T ~ ^ p { s ^ s ) L { t ) p { t s ^ t s ) ~ ^ p [ t s , t s ) ' K .  
Clearly ^(5,5)7r and R{t)T: are isomori^hisms, while Lit)^ is a homomorphism. 
Define 
(y, i )  •  (x, q )  =  ( ? / ,  t ) R ( q ) T r  +  ( x ,  q ) L { t ) - K  and 
( î / , < ) / ( x , ç )  =  { % j , t ) R { q ) - n ~ ^  -  \ { x , q ) L { t / q ) - A  R { q ) T r ~ ' ^ .  
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With the above definition, ^ is a right quasigroup since 
[(y» 1^) •(«,?)] A®,?) = (j/,<)^(ç)7r + (a;,ç)Z(t)7r] / { x , q )  
( y ,  t ) R { q ) ' K  +  ( z ,  g ) Z ( ^ ) 7 r ]  R { q ) ' K ~ ' ^  
- {x,q)L{tq/q)'n R{q)TT~^ ={y,t) and 
( y ,  t ) R { q ) T r ~ ^  -  { ( $ ,  q ) L { t / g ) 7 r } ^ ( g ) 7 r ~ ^  •  ( œ ,  q )  
{ y , t ) R ( q ) n ~ ^  -  { ( x , q ) L { t / q ) T r } R ( q ) T T ~ ' ^  R ( q ) T r  
+  { x , q ) L { t / q ) ' K  =  
Also, it is clear that TT: ^ Ç is an object of T Z / Q .  
Define 
OQ - .  Q  ^  A ]  q \ ^  ( Q , q )  ,  
—  ;  A - ^  A ]  { x , s )  ( — x , 5 )  ,  
+  :  A  XQ A  A ;  ( { x , s ) ,  (a:', s ) )  (a: + x ' , s ) .  
Then 
- [ ( a ; , s ) - ( y , 5 ' ) ]  
=  -  ^x p ( 5 , 5 ) ^ ( s ' ) | 5 ( 5 5 ' , 5 s ' ) ~ ^  +  y p ( s ' ,  s ' ) L ( s ) p ( s s ' ,  s s ' y ^ ,  s s ' ^  
=  ( -  ^ x p { s , s ) R ( s ' ) p { s s ' , s s ' ) ~ ' ^  +  y p { s ' , s ' ) L { s ) p { s s ' , s s ' ) ~ ^ ] ^  , s s ' ^  
= ((-®)/5(5, s)R{s')p{ss', ss')~'^ + {-y)pis', s')L{s)p{ss', aa')"\aa'^ 
=  ( - a ; , s )  •  i - y , s ' )  
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[(œ, 5) + { x \  s)]. [(y, 5') + ({/', 5')] 
= (œ + a:', s) • (y + y \ s )  
=  +  x ' ) p { s , s ) R { s ' ) p { s s '  , s s ' ) ~ ^  + ( y  +  i j ' ) p i s ' , s ' ) L ( s ) p ( s s ' , s s ' ) ~ ' ^ , s s  
=  ( ^ x p ( s , s ) R ( s ' ) p { s s ' , s s ' ) ~ ^  + y p ( s ' , s ' ) L ( s ) p { s s ' , s s ' ) ~ ^ , s s ' ' ^  
+  ( x ' p { s ,  s ) R { s ' ) p { s s ' ,  s s ' ) ~ ^  +  y ' ( p { s ' ,  s ' ) L ( s ) p ( s s ' ,  s s ' ) ~ ^ ,  s s ' ^  
=  ( x ,  s )  •  ( y ,  s ' )  4 -  ( a ; ' ,  s )  •  ( y ' ,  s ' ) .  
Clearly 
Oqiq • r) = (0, ç • r) = (0, q) • (0, r) = Oq(Ç) • Og(r). 
Also, the abelian group identity diagrams commute, for example 
(.T, s) + (x', s) = (x + x', s) = (x' + X,s) = (x', s) + (x, s), 
and 
(a;, s )  + (—a:, s )  = (a; — x, s) = (0, s )  =  OQ (S ) .  
If ( f e j  is a morphism from { M g }  to { M ^ }  in Q, then let f: A —> A'] 
{ x , s )  w .  { f s { x ) , s ) .  
Clearly, +/ = /+, —/ = /—, and O q f  = OQ. Now / is an 71/ Q  morphism 
[ ( ® )  a )  •  { y ,  - s ' ) ]  /  =  s ) R { s ' ) p { s s > ,  s s ' y ^ f s s '  
+ y p { s ' ,  s ' ) L { s ) p { s s ' ,  s s ' y ' ^ f j ^ ,  s s ' ^  
=  ( x f s p { s , s ) R ( s ) p ( s s ' , s s ' ) ~ ^  
+  y f v K ^ ' ^  s ) L ( s ) p ( s s ' , s s ' ) ~ ' ^ , s s ' ^  
=  { x f s , s )  •  { y f - j r ,  s ' )  =  ( x ,  s ) f  •  ( y ,  s ' ) f .  
Analogously, [ { x , s ) / ( y , s ' ) ]  f  =  ( x , s ) f / ( y , s ' ) f .  
The above derivation leads us to the following propositions. 
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Proposition 3.17. The assignment {Mg} { M ê j A '  =  A ,  a n d  { f g }  i-> {/e}A' = / 
above gives us a functor A' from fl to Ql (8) "R/Q. 
Proof. Clearly lA' = 1 and (fg)A' = /A' • g A'. • 
Proposition 3.18. For each ^ Q in 21 (Si T ^ / Q ,  t h e r e  i s  a natural 21 (g) 7 Z / Q -
isomorphism îa: AAAA'; 7r~^(s) 9 a; i-> 
Proof. We have 
( z  •  y ) i A  =  { x y p ( s s ' , s s ' ) ~ ^ , s s ' )  
=  +  y L { s ) ^  p  { s s ' ,  s s ' )  ^ ,  s s ' ^  
= ^a;p(5, s)R{s')p(ss', 55')"^ 
+ y p ( s ' ,  s ' ) ~ ^  p { s ' ,  s ' ) L { s ) p { s s ' ,  s s ' ) ~ ' ^ ,  a a ' j  
=  •  { y p ( s ' , s ' ) - \ s ' )  
= x î a  •  y i A -
Also 
{ x l y ) i A  = ((a:/!/);5(a/a', a/a')"', a/a') 
=  +  y L { s / s ' ) R ~ ' ^ { s ' ^  p { s / s ' , s / s ' ) ~ ' ^ . s / s ' ^  
=  { x p { s ,  s ) ~ ^ p { s ,  s ) R ~ ^  { s ' ) p { s / s ' ,  s / s ' ) ~ ^  
+  y p { s \ s ' ) ~ ^ p { s ' , s ' ) L { s / s ' ) R ~ ^ { s ' ) p { s / s \ s / s ' ) ~ ' ^ , s / s ' ^  
= a)-', a) / {yp{s\ a')"', a') 
= x i A j y i A -
Clearly - j - i a  = (M X M)+, —M = , and OqÎa  = OQ, and the following diagram 
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commutes for every (A Q) M (A' Q): 
t A  
-> ^AA' 
smce 
/ A A ' ,  
A '  > A'AA' 
x i A i f A A ' )  =  { x p { s , s ) ~ ' ^ , s )  (/AA') = { x p { s , s ) ~ ^  f s , s )  
=  { x f s p { s , s ) ~ \ s )  = x f i A ' -
It is also clear that: 
( ( a ; , a )  =  ( x p { s , s ) R { s ' ) p { s s ' , s s ' ) ~ ' ^  
+  y p ( s ' , s ' ) L ( s ) p { s s \ s s ' ) ~ ' ^ , s s ' ^  
=  x p { s , s ) R { s ' )  +  y p { s ' , s ' ) L { s )  
= • (y, 
Analogously, ((a:, 5)/(j/, s')) = (x,s)i'^^/(y,s')i'^^. For a morphism /: A  
in 21 (g) %/Q, the following diagram commutes: 
ylAA' A 
A '  
/ A A '  
^'AA' - >  A '  
smce 
( x ,  s ) i ^ ^  f  -  x p { s ,  s ) f  =  x f p { s ,  s )  
= a)(/AA')%;;'. • 
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Proposition 3.19. For each {Mg} in Q,, there is a natural fl-isoniorphism 
J M  : {Ms] —> {Ms}A'A = {Mg} ; x  ( ® , s ) .  
Proo/. Since ((a: + y)^s) Jm = {xh-\-y9s)iM = W,+!/9,,â) = (a:, 5)^5+(y, 5)^5 = 
xJm9s  + yJMdài we have proved that is a Gs- module homomorphism. Also 
X  ( p { s ^ s ) L { t ) p { s t ^ s t ) ~ ^ ^  J  M  =  { x p { s ^ s ) L { t ) p i ^ ^ s t ) ~ ^  
=  { x ^ s ) p { s ^ s ) L { t ) p { s t , s t ) ~ ^  
-  x J M p i s ,  s ) L ( t ) p ( s t ,  s t y - ,  
so that the extended module homomorphism condition has been satisfied. Further­
more, the following diagram commutes: 
{ M - , }  { M a } A ' A  
{/»} 
{Mj}A'A 
since x { j s } { f s } ^ ' A  = ( x , s ) { f s } A ' A - { x f s , s )  =  also an extended 
module homomorphism since {x^s)gsJ]^^ = {xgs,s)J^ = xgs = {x,s)J^g3, and 
( x , s )  ( ^ p { s , s ) L { t ) { p { U , t s ) ' ^ ^  
=  ( x p { s , s ) L { t ) p ( t s , t s ) - ^ ^  
=  x p ( s ,  s ) L { t ) p ( t s ,  t s ) ~ ^  
=  { x , s ) J ] ^ ^ p { s , s ) L { t ) p { t s ,  
Here the identity 
[(a:, s )  + (a;', 5)] J j J  = ( x ,  s) + (a:', 5) 
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is satisfied vacuously. 
We will also have the commuting diagram 
{Ms}A'A {M,}  
{ /r}A'A i h )  , 
{Mf}A'A > {ML}  
J'7' 
since (x,s)Js ^{fg} = xfs = (xfs,s)Js ^ = {x,s){fs}A'AJs \ • 
Let us now recapitulate the results in Chapter 3. 
Theorem 3.20. The following categories are equivalent; (i) 21 (g) { T Z / Q ) ;  (ii) Î2; 
(iii) 2l^CayQ_ 
Proof. The equivalence of 21® ( 7 1 / Q )  and f2 is obtained from Proposition 3.18 and 
3.19, while the equivalence of QL®('R/Q) and Q been proved in Theorem 
3.10. • 
Again if we start with a quasigroup module n :  A  Q ,  then by forgetting some 
structure we will have a right quasigi-oup module. Ignoring the coverings. Theorem 
3.20 is a generalization of Theorem 2.23. 
Theorem 3.17. Let % be a K-algeboid on Q. Then a left x-n^odule M is a covering 
of X (thought as a category) equivalent to a representation <p: X 7} where 7 is 
the category of K-modules, such that 
( f i { x  +  y )  =  ( p { x )  +  
( p ( k x )  =  k t p ( x )  
for x,y E q'XQ and k Ç. k. 
Proof. Suppose we are given a representation (p'. x 7 with the given properties, 
then let qM = (p{q)', q'xq X gM —>—> q'M is given by (x,m) <p(x)(m) which is 
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a /iT-bilinear left action satisfying x ' ( x m )  =  ( x ' x ) m  for each x '  €  q " x Q ' j  ®  €  q ' x Q  
and m 6 qM, for each q,q',q" E Q. If we have a morphism in 7, i.e., a natural 
transformation from ipi to yg, & family of 7-morphisms, r(g): 'pi(q) —> 1^2(5) such 
that for every x-morphism x: q f, the following diagram commutes 
q M  =  ( p i { q )  >  i p 2 { q )  =  q M '  
' P i ( x )  < P 2 ( x )  
r M  =  ( p i { r )  >  i p 2 { r )  =  r M '  .  
r(f)  
By defining q f :  q M  — >  g'M as qf = r(g), which is a JC-module homomorphism, we 
h a v e  f o r  e a c h  q , q '  E  Q ,  z  E  q ' X Q ^  a n d  m  G  q M ;  
q ' f ( x m )  =  T { q ' ) ( x 7 n )  =  T ( q ' )  [v?i(a;)(m)] 
= [T(g')yi(:=)] ("^) = [ v > 2 { x ) T { q ) ] { m )  
= f i x )  [r(î)(m)] = X  [ q f i m ) ] .  
Hence { q f }gçQ is a morphism in %-mod. Also 1(g) = q l  and we have a functor 
A: 7^ —> %-mod. since A(rr') = //' = A(r)A(r'). 
Notice that the -module bilinear action structure of qxq comes from the equa­
tions ip(x+y) = (p(x)+ip(y) and ip(kx) = xy(x) by definint x to be ip{x). Conversely, 
g i v e n  a  l e f t  % - m o d u l e  M ,  i t  i s  e a s y  t o  g e t  t h e  o b v i o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  X  l i  
where </j(a;)(m) = xm for x 6 q'XQ^ E çM, and 
( p ( x  - f -  y ) ( m )  =  { x  4- y ) 7 n  = xm -t- ym 
= v(a;)(m) + y(7/)(m) 
( p ( k x ) { m )  =  ( k x ) m  =  k ( x m )  =  k ( c p { x ) ( m ) ) .  
So that we have A' : %-mod —> 7^ and A, A' will give the equivalence. • 
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CHAPTER 4 
MODULES IN A VARIETY OVER A RING 
If we take a look at Q-modules in a variety then we have replaced Û with 
when Q is a quasigroup, and % with 23 when Q is a right quasigroup. Secondly, 
one may consider a imitai A'-module in QJ/Q for some commutative ring JT, i.e. an 
a b e l i a n  g r o u p  A  i n  2 J / Q  e q u i p p e d  w i t h  m a p p i n g s  s  :  — ) •  . 4 ;  a  a s  f o r  e a c h  s  i n  K  
such that s : A —+ A is an endomorphism of the abelian group A, and such that for 
the unit element, 1% : A —> A is the identity mapping 1^ : A A of A. Expressing 
this as comuting diagrams in the category and interpreting as diagrams in 93/Q 
will give us a unital /iT-module A in Q3/Q. 
Definition 4.1. A unital K-module A in QJ/Q is an abelian group in 9J/Q equipped 
with an additional QJ/Q-mori^hism s : A —> A for each s in K such that the diagrams 
representing unital Jf-module identities, now interpreted as diagrams in 9J/Q, com­
mute. The category K ® (93/Q) of Q-modules in QJ over K is the subcategory of 
Q J / Q  w h o s e  o b j e c t s  a r e  u n i t a l  / i T - m o d u l e s  i n  Q J / Q  a n d  w h o s e  m o r p h i s m s  a r e  Q -
morphisms /: A —> A' such that sf = fs for all s in K. In particular, if K = Z, 
The theory of Q-modules in a variety over a ring has been developed by [S2, §3] 
for a quasigroup Q in a variety 03 of qiiasigroups. In the next few theorems, we will 
generalize to the right quasigroup case. 
Let Q be a right quasigroup. For r, q  E  Q ,  let r S q  be a set consisting of symbols 
then K  0 (QJ/Q) = 21 ® (Q3/(?). 
p { ( l , ( l ) L { i ) p { t q , t q )  ' 
where qt' = r 
where t q  =  r, 
and 
where 7't" = q. 
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If g, q '  G Q, we define a comiJosable sequence from q  to q '  to be a finite sequence 
X = {go)Si)?i)S2jÔ^2) • • • )Sn)5n) for some natural number n s.t. Vi, 1 < i < n, 
Si e qi-iSqi, qo = q, and ç„ = q'. If Si = then 
(ÇOî "Si 5 Çl ) • • • ) •Si —1 ) <7t —1J •Sj-f-l Çi+l ) • • • ) ^ri) Q n )  
will also be a composable sequence from q to q' and is called a simple reduction 
of X .  D e f i n e  a ;  ~  œ '  i f  x '  i s  a  f i n i t e  r e d u c t i o n  o f  a :  o r  x  i s  a  f i n i t e  r e d u c t i o n  o f  x ' .  
Now will generate an equivalence relation on composable sequences from q to q'. 
Let [x] be the equivalence class of the composable sequence x. Let q'xQ be the free 
j ^ - m o d u l e  o n  t h e  e q u i v a l e n c e  c l a s s e s  o f  c o m p o s a b l e  s e q u e n c e s  ( f r o m  q  t o  q ' ) .  
If q" E Q also, and [x], [x'] are elements of q'xQi q"xq' respectively, then 
[x][x'] : = [xx'] is an element of q"xQ- This composition has 
[1] = p { q , q ) R { t ) p ( q t , q t ) ~ ^  P i Q ,  Q i ) ~ ^  as an identity from q  to q ,  
and can be extended /iT-bilinearly to make % a /sT-algebroid. 
It is now possible to state the first theorem in this section. 
Theorem 4.2. Let Q be a right quasigroup, and let G = RU{Q,TZ). Then for 
each right quasigroup word x^xg ... x„w with n arguments, there is an n-vector 
Wi : Q" -> x; Wi{qi,..., qn) € qi...q„wXqt such that for a given Q-module in TZ/Q [or 
an element of 12 exactly], we have 
"t" I • • • > 5JI)) Q l  •  •  '  9»^) • 
Proof. By induction on the length of the word w. If w is of length 1, i.e., is just x, 
then n = 1, and wi(q) = 1. Supi^ose the theorem is true for all words of length A 
or less. 
Let X]... XnW be a word of length A + 1. Then xi ... x„w; may be written a s  w v  
or u/v, with words u = yi ... xjku and v == z\ ... zev of length less than A, and where 
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{î/i,... ,î/fc} U { z i , . . . , z t }  = {xi,... Suppose for example that w  =  u / v  
other case is treated similarly), with 
q t  . . .  Q n U )  =  r i  . . .  V k u / s i  . . . s e v .  
Then by the induction hypothesis: 
{ni,ri) .. .{nk,rk)u = ... ,rfc), n ... ) and 
( P l , S i ) . . . ( l ) e , S e )v = I ^pyi;j(5i,...,5^),5i . . . S i V  
We will have 
(mi,çi)...(m„,ç„)u; 
=  ( n i ,  r i ) . . .  ( n k , r k ) u / { p i ,  5 i  ) . . .  ( p e ,  s e ) v  
=  I  ^ n i W i ( r i , . . . , r f c ) , r i  . . . r k u  J  /  |  ^ p j V j ( s i , . . .  , s e ) , s i  . . . s e v  
\ i = l  /  \ j = l  
k  
= I ^n,'ÎJ,'/5(ri .. .ritu,ri ... 7-jtu)i? 
^1=1 
- 1  P{RI  .  . .TKU/SI  .  .  .SFV,  7 ' ]  .  .  .  TKU/SI  .  .  .  S IV)  
e 
—  y ^ ^ P j V j p j s i .  . . S e v ,  s \  . . .  S ( v ) L { T - i . . .  V k u / s x  . . .  s e v )  
j=i 
•  R { s i  . . .  S f v )  ^  p { r i  . . .  T k u / s i  . . .  S e v ,  j ' l . . .  r k u / s ^  . . .  s e v ) " ^ ,  
r i  .  . . r k u / s i .  . . s e v ^  
= Y^niûi> + Y ^ P j V j ' ,  
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where 
U i »  =  û i p { r \ . . .  V k u , r \ . .  . r k u ) R ~ ^ { s \  .  . . s ^ v )  
p { q i  . . .  q n W ,  
=  " i  [ ^ ( ç i  .  •  •  q n W ,  Ç l  . . .  . . .  S t v )  
p { r \ . . . r k u , r i . . . r k u ) ~ ' ^ ]  ^  
V j ,  =  — V j p { s i ... S f v ,  S i . . .  s e v ) L { r i . . . r^u/si... S £ v )  
p ( r i  . .  . r t u ,  7 - 1  . . .  r k u ) ~ ^  [ p ( q i  . . .  q ^ w ,  q i  . . .  q n w )  
, 1 —1 
R{ s i  . . .  s e v )p( r i  . . . Vf-u, r j  . . .  7 ' k u )  
If 
9« = ^ {-Si,. . .,a<}, set twf = ûj' ; 
Q i  =  -Sj ^ {nr k ] ,  set w,' = V j >  ; 
qi = r» = sj, set Wi = û'j + gj . 
Then 
(mi,çi ) . . . (m„,ç„) ty  = miWi{qi , . . . ,  g») ,  g i . . .  ,  
as required to complete the induction step. • 
Given a unital /{"-module in QJ/Q, we can construct a /T-algebroid % and a left 
% - m o d u l e  a s  d e s c r i b e d  b e l o w .  T a k e  K  a s  t h e  f i e l d  i n  t h e  c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  t h e  K -
algebroid %, let qM = 7r~^(ç) and define fxq X qM —+ fM; (w,m) i-» w{m). Then 
clearly qM is an /T-module and the action fxq X qM —fM is /C-bilinear, i.e., 
{kiWi 4- k2ru2)im) = (i02(m)) and 
w '  { w ( m ) )  =  { w ' w ) ( m ) .  
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Consider the words 
= ( « 1  • X 2 ) / ® 2  , 
= Z] , 
u { x i , x 2 )  =  ( X 1 / X 2 )  •  X 2  . 
Then w  =  v  =  u .  Using Theorem 4.2, by considering (m,, Çi), we will have (for 
1 7 1 2  =  Q 2 )  
m \ { w i { q - [ , q 2 )  -  V \ { q i , q 2 ) )  =  q \  and 
{Ui{q\,q2) - Vx{qi,q2)) = qi , 
i.e., w \  — v i  and u \  — v i  are in the annihilator of M ,  [Analogously for W 2  — V 2  and 
Û 2  -  V 2 . ]  
Suppose further that QJ is defined by the set of identities 
{</ (zi, . . . , ) ~ *^ (®1 Î • • • ) I ^ G /}. 
Again, using Theorem 4.2, we have that the 
( ? 1  )  •  •  •  )  Q n j k )  ~  { Qi  J •  •  •  )  Q n j k )  
are in the annihilator for k E I, h = 1,..., n j ^ . 
Definition 4.3. Let îîaj be the category of left %-modules M  such that w \  — Vi, 
U\—V\,w2—V2i Û2—V2 aiid J(^ — for ^ G 7, = 1,... ,nj^ are in the annihilator 
o f  M ,  w h e r e  | =  { J ^  =  1  ^  G  / } .  A  m o r p h i s m  i n  f l g y  f r o m  M  t o  M '  i s  a  K -
m o d u l e  h o m o m o r p h i s m  f  • .  M  ^  M '  s u c h  t h a t  q ' f { w { m ) )  =  W g f [ m )  f o r  m  G  q M ,  
and w G q'xQ-
Proposition 4.4. The construction of an element of fiaj from an element of 
K  ( g )  9 J / Q  a s  d e s c r i b e d  b e f o r e  D e f i n i t i o n  4 . 3  g i v e s  a  f u n c t o r  T  f r o m  K  ( g )  Ï ï i / Q  t o  
OQJ, 
Proof. If / : A —> J4' is a morphism in the category of unital TT-module in 9J/Q, then 
q f :  q M  — > •  q M ' ]  m  > - >  f { m )  i s  a  / ' f - m o d u l e  h o m o m o r p h i s m  s u c h  t h a t  q ' f ( w ( m ) )  =  
Wqf{m) for m E qM and w E q'x^- O 
Given a left %-moduIe M  in figj, let A  —  {(a:, q ) \ x  E  q M ,  q  E [?]}. Define 
( x ,  q )  •  { y ,  r )  =  q ) R { r ) p { - ^ ,  ç r ) ~ ^  
+  y p { r , r ) L ( q ) p { q r , q r )  \ q r ^  and 
Prom the proof of Theorem 4.2, we have 
and 
(91,92) = (^(îl,<Zl)-fi (<72)^(îl52,<?J52) • 
)-^(Î2)p(ÎTW, Î1Î2)~^) 
W2(91,92) = (p(^,92)2(91)^(9192,9192)"^) • 
[^(^,  9i  )-R(92 )KWQ2, 9i  92 )  "  ^ ]  
-  te,  92)^(91 )p(9i92,9192)  
p(9i ,9i)-R(92)p(9i92,9i92)  ^ 
while ^1(91,92)  == 1 ,  ^2(91,  92)  =  0,  
«1(9192)= ^(91 /92,91 /92)%92)^(9] ,91 )  ^ ^(9i /92,9i /92)-R(92)^(9i ,9i)" '^  
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and 
"2(51,?2) = -^(<72,92)^(gi/gz)^(gi,gi) ^ 
\p{ ?i /?2, q\ /?2 ) R { q 2 ) p { q \ , q \ ) ~ ^  
Thus from w i  —  V i , W 2  — ^2, Wi — ûi, Wg — 02 € A n n M ,  it is easy to show that A  is 
indeed a right quasigroup. 
Define TT; A —> Q; (Z,G) T-> q .  Then TT is an object in 23/Q since 
i.e., by Theorem 4.2, 
((mi, <?! ) . . . { f T l n j k  1  q n j k  )) "^ ~ ((^^1 ) ) • • • (^»,k ' 9»; t )) 
(by the fact that TT is a Q-module in 7^/Q ). Now A  satisfies the condition of an 
abelian group in TZ/Q since 
(:c,<z) + (z',g) = (z + a:',g) , 
- { x , q )  =  i - x , q )  ,  
O q i q )  =  ( 0 , ç )  ,  
and 
[(a;, q )  + (a;', ç)] • [(j/, r )  +  ( « / ' ,  r ) ]  
= ( x , q )  • (y,r) + (a;',(/) • ( y ' , r  
[(a;, q) + (a;', </)] / [(t/, r) + (/, r)] 
=  ( « ,  q ) / { y ^  r )  +  ( a ; ' ,  q ) / ( y \  r )  
and 
while Oqiq • r) = OQ(Ç) • ^^(r) , 
O q i q / r )  =  O Q { q ) / O Q { r )  ,  
[(a--,?) • (j/,r)] = [-(a;,î)] • [-(?/,/•)] • 
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The abelian group identities diagrams commute. 
Also A is equipped with an additional 5J/Q morphism k'. A A\ {x,q) \-^ (kx, q) 
for each k E K such that the diagrams representing unital jFf-modules identities 
commute. For example 
A X Q A  A X Q A  
+ 
A  >  A  
k  
commutes since 
((m, q ) ,  (n, ç)) ( k  x k ) { + )  =  { { k m ,  q ) ,  { k n ,  q ) )  +  
=  { k m  +  k n ,  q )  =  { k { m  + n), q )  
=  (m +  n ,  q ) k  = ((m, q ) { n ,  q ) )  +  { k ) .  
Proposition 4.5. The construction of an element of K (8)2J/Q from an element of 
îîaj as described above gives a functor T' from figj to K 
Proof. If /; M —> M' is a Q-tuj^le of -module homomorphisms qf: qM —> qM' 
such that for q,f E Q, w G fXijt E qM, we have ff{wm) = Wgf{m), then 
/ = {qf} : A -> A' ; (m, g) { q f { m ) ,  q )  
is clearly a Q-morphism s.t. k f  =  f k  Vt G K ,  since 
^ f { m , q )  -  k { q f { m ) , q )  =  { k q f { m ) , q )  
=  { q f { k ' > n ) , q )  =  f { k m , q )  =  f k { m , q ) .  
Hence we conclude that the assignment 
T': fia, K  ®  m/Q ; M  ^ MX' = A  
+ 
is a functor. • 
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Theorem 4.6. T and T' give an equivalence between K ® 93/Q and 
Proof. The natural isomorphism in K (Hi 9J/Q is defined by 
and 
TA : ATT' H-» A  ; (x, q )  x p { q ,  q )  
A ATT' ; x i-» {xp{q, q)~^, q) 
U  f :  A  A '  i s  a .  K  ( S i  9J/Q morphism, then the required diagrams commute. The 
natural isomorphism in figj is defined by 
and 
(TM : MT'T t-> M  ; (m, 5) m 
: M »-> MT'T ; m ( m ,  s ) .  
Again, if /: M —> M' is an fifjj-moriDhism then the required diagrams com­
mute. • 
If we take QJ to be the category of quandles, then is defined by the set of 
identities: 
(I) X • X = X ; 
(D) { x - y ) - z - { x ' z ) - ( y z ) .  
Let Q E Then by Definition 4.3 and Theorem 4.2, figj is defined by the set of 
identities: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
p { q ,  q ) R ( r ) p { q r ,  q r )  ^  
p { q ,  q ) R { r ) p { W i < l ' < ' ) ~ ^  
-1 
p { q , q ) R { r ) p { q r , q r )  ^  
p { q , q ) R i r ) p i W ,  
= 1 
= 1 <1 ' 
= 1 
? ' 
? > 
p{q^ q)R(r)piW, p{Wqr)R(s)p{qr^, qr • a)-^ 
= ^ p ( ; ^ , q s ) R ( r s ) p ( q F ^ , q r  '  s y ^  
(v) p ( f ,  r ) L { q ) p { ^ ,  [ p i W ,  q r ) R ( s ) p { q r ~ ^ ,  q r  •  
p { f ,  r ) R { s ) p { r s ,  r s ) L { q r ) p { q r  •  s ,  q r  •  s )  - 1  
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(vi) p { s ^  s ) L { q r ) p { q r  •  s ,  q r  •  s )  ^  
p ( s ,  s ) L ( q ) p { - ^ ,  \ p { W ,  q s ) R { r s ) p { q r ^ ,  q r  •  
+ p { s ,  s ) L ( r ) p { r s ,  r s )  ^  p { r s ,  r s ) L ( q s ) p ( q r  •  s ,  q r  •  s )  ^ j 
Theorem 4.7. Let % be a K-algebroid on Q. Then a l e f t  x-moduJe M  i s  a c o v e r i n g  
of X (thought of as a category) equivalent to a representation (p: X 7> where 7 is 
the category of K-modules, such that 
and 
for X, y 6 q'xQ and k E K. 
( p { x  +  y )  =  i p { x )  +  ( p { y )  
i p ( k x )  =  k i p ( x )  
Proof. Suppose we are given a representation y: X —+ 7 with the given properties. 
Let qM = y(g); q'xq X qM —> q'M be given by (x,m) w (p(x)(m), a JC-bilinear 
l e f t  a c t i o n  s a t i s f y i n g  x ' { x m )  =  { x ' x ) m  f o r  e a c h  x '  G  q " x Q ' i  ®  G  q ' x Q  a n d  m  G  q M ,  
for each q,q',q" € Q. Consider a morphism in the category of representations, 
i.e. a natural transformation from (pi to ip2, consisting of a family of 7-morphisms, 
T(g): ipiiq) ^2{q) such that for every %-morphism x: q ^ f, the following dia­
gram commutes 
^2(5) = qM'  q M  =  V i ( î )  
Vi(ï) 
f M  =  
r(r)  
t p 2 ( x )  
4 '  (p 2 { r )  =  r M '  
By defining q f :  q M  — >  q ' M  a s  q f  =  T { q ) ,  which is a /vT-module homomorphism, we 
h a v e  f o r  e a c h  q , q '  E  Q ,  x  6  < / ' x 5 ,  a n d  m  G  q M ,  
q ' f { x m )  =  r ( q ' ) ( x 7 n )  =  r(g') [(/?i(a;)(m)] 
= [7-(?)'^i(«)] (TM) = [V2(a:)T(g)] (m) 
=  ^ > 2 ( 3 : )  [ T ( g ) ( m ) ]  =  x  [ q f { m ) ] .  
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Hence {ç/}geQ is a morphism in x-mod. Also 1(g) = q l  and we have a functor 
A: 7^ —> %-mod, since A{TT') — //' = A(r)A(r'). 
Notice that the iif-module bilinear action structure of q'xQ comes from the equa­
t i o n s  i p ( x  +  y )  =  < p { x )  - f -  t p ( y )  a n d  ( p ( k x )  =  k i p ( x )  b y  d e f i n i n g  x  t o  b e  ^ ( x ) .  
Conversely, given a left %-module M, it is easy to get the obvious representation 
y : X h where (p(x)(m) = xm for x G q'xQi E qM, and 
c p ( x  +  y ) ( ? n )  =  ( x  +  y ) m  =  x m  +  y m  
= + ¥'(î/)(m) , 
( p ( k x ) { m )  =  { k x ) m  =  k { x m )  =  k  ( ( p ( x ) ( m ) ) .  
Thus we have A' : %-mod —> 7^ and A, A' will give the equivalence. • 
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SUMMARY 
Given a fixed quasigroup A, the following categories are equivalent: 
(i) 21®£2/Q (ii) (jjj) Ab Coy Q (iv) 
Given a fixed right quasigroup Q, the following categories are equivalent: 
(i) (ii) 21^ Cay Q (jjj) 0. 
Furthermore, for a right quasigroup Q ,  the category K  0 (9J/Q) of Q-modules 
in over K is equivalent to the category of ordered modules Ogj. Also, we have 
the freeness of the right universal multiplication groups TZU{Q,'R) of a fixed right 
quasigroup Q in the variety TZ of all right quasigroups. 
The attempt to get an analogue of [Si, 244] fails. 
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